Online Coyote Sighting Survey - May, 2003 thru September 30, 2016
Location

Date
09-29-16

Sighting description

Academy and Stadium Way

7AM in the park on the Elysian Park trail

Front yard 3247 Waverly Drive

8:45 AM, gathering of 6 people looking at construction project, and coyote just trotted past us
and down the driveway

5904 carlton way

Stairs on Silver Ridge 2 or 3 days ago. They were clearly together About 8 am 2494 Silver Ridge
stairs. They clearly were deciding if to go down the stairs and that they did.

09-08-16

Michaeltorena St. and Landa St.

It was crossing Michaeltorena Street and disappeared either in a yard or on Landa Street.
People were around running for exercise and also walking dogs. No one seemed bothered or
maybe they didn't see it.

08-12-16

5114 Finehill Avenue La Crescenta, CA 91214

Approximately 6:30 AM, my dog was attacked in my backyard. It was a much larger coyote than
I've ever seen before. Came over the neighbor's cinderblock wall fence and hung around for a
couple hours after we took my dog to the pet hospital where he had to

08-21-16

3247 Waverly Drive LA 90027

Coyote in back yard, our dog bark and chased it and it jumped over fence into neighbor's yard

08-16-16

3247 Waverly Drive Coyote bit 75 pound dog in the rear--required vet to clean out
and suture

Actually I saw none as it was dark and this occurred in back yard with no illuminationabout 8:30
PM

4400 Camero Ave LA 90027

4 am on the street going in my neighbors yard

08-06-16

3822 FRANKLIN AVE, LOS ANGELES

At about 11:55 pm on Saturday, August 6 we were driving slowly southbound on Franklin
towards Mayview when we came upon a single coyote standing still in the street near a
streetlight. We both perceived it to be relatively young and healthy. We reached fo

07-19-16

Commonwealth Avenue entrance to Griffith Park at the Commonwealth Nursery.

8:00 am Three coyotes were trotting in the cut de sac at the northern end of Commonwealth
Ave. They were trotting along the eastern side of the cul de sac and into the nursery. They
appear young and small.

07-18-16

4213 Cromwell Ave, 90027

At 5:40 a.m. In my backyard

07/15/16

ambrose and berendo

one coyote who was walking on the sidewalk then headed up towards Los Feliz at 7:30 am on
7/15...

02-01-16

Backyard (twice, Dec & Feb) @5716 spring oak terrace,LA 90068

Both times, my dog was attacked, and survived, in my back yard. Dec. attack was at 10:30 AM,
second attack in Feb was @4PM. I have seen many during daytime, roaming or on hillside, by
Bronson canyon park....all during day light. Often they follow, while

07/10/16

2288 Moreno Dr. 90039

The 8 p.m. hour. Middle sized. He was in the driveway and moving along the street.

07-06-16

The corner of Talmadge drive and Sunset drive

One

07/06/2016

Ivanhoe drive at lake view terrace

It stalked me and my barking dogs for about 4 blocks. I would haze it (yell and make eye contact
and move towards it), it would go away for a bit, then sneak up behind us.

7.9.16

Angus and Lakewood Avenue in Silverlake

07-08-16

2641 Ivanhoe Dr.

Saturday, October 01, 2016

there was one large one in our backyard then jumped over our tall fence as soon as I opened the
door.
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07-09-16

3800 block of Franklin Ave in the roadway about midway between radio walk and
mayview.

Sighting occurred at about 12:45 am. Coyote was seen on surveillance camera. Was slowly
walking northbound on Franklin toward Radio Walk and its stairway where it disappeared from
view. Coyote appeared to be limping and a bit emaciated.

07/04/16

Edgewater terrace/Silverlake Blvd

Walking along the sidewalk around 3am.

2451 N Catalina Street

We see them regularly on the hill below our house. The last time was around June 30 always at
night between 8 and 11.

Prospect and Rodney

A young coyote was wandering around in a residential neighbourhood at about 6:30 pm on
6/28/16 I followed the coyote in my car down to Clayton street where it crossed Hillhurst and cut
into someone's yard on Clayton.

07/06/16

2252 Cheswic Lane

2

07/06/16

2252 Cheswic Lane

2

07-03-16

5863 Tuxedo Terrace

I often see a coyote or two in front of my house, particularly early in the morning and late at
night, but I don't keep track. The most recent sighting was on 07-03-16. I saw two coyotes
running up hill at about 6:00 am.

07-08-16

2702 Lakewood, corner Ivanhoe

coyote in our front yard at about 7:15 AM chewing on small animal. Coyote got up, left, came
back, ate more. left again, walking down Lakewood toward Angus. Found jawbones of what
looked like cat or very small dog in yard.

07-04-16

In the Roosevelt Golf Course, near the holes at the northwest side of the road that
becomes Commonwealth past the tennis courts, but not yet halfway up the road.
Actually on the green with golfers.

It was about 4pm, there were people on the course and the little coyote pup (it was young,
definitely not fully grown) was in the middle of the green. It looked like he was staring down a
hole or something, I watched him for several minutes barely moving.

06-15-16

We have coyotes around our house (either visible in the street out front or heard in
the nearby hills) often, sometimes almost daily. Numbers are variable, from 1-2 to
as many as 10-12. Our address: 2801 Glendower Avenue. We are about 100
yards from th

Comments under 02. For multiple years (I think not presently) there seemed to be a pack den
on the hillside opposite our house to the west, a short distance below the Observatory. We often
hear loud evening choruses of yapping and howling.

07.07.16

3215 Ettrick St.

There is a pack that lives part time in the Rowena Reservoir, see then in small groups but hear
them at night

06-21-16

I had two sightings, one on June 21 @ 11:50am crossing Commonwealth and
Avocado. And one today on July 8 @ appx. 2pm walking in the middle of the street
on Beachwood a block from Beachwood Cafe.

06-00-16

Finley Avenue - heading east and west. Cross streets: New Hampshire and
Berendo

I live on Berendo and Finley. If I walk my dog at night around 11pm, I can expect to see coyotes
coming up Finley. Usually 1. Sometimes 2. I have seen them on Berendo for a number of
years.

2469 MeadowValley Terrace, LA CA 90039/ Cross street Panorama and
Meadowvalley Terrace

It was 6:40AM. There were two thin coyotes walking down Panorama Terrace.

06-15-16

1010 bates Ave. 90029

Lying under a bush in the shade at 12 noon. Previous day was walking in the driveway of the
same address at the same time.

06-15=16

my back yard 2407 N catalina st

mid-day, the animal was roaming my yard. I tried to go close enough to see the entry point ...but
was too late,

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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05/01/16

at the intersection of Swan Place and Westerly Terrace

It was Sunday morning at 7:10a.m. I was walking my dachshund and I was in front of him. He
was straggling behind. I turned around and 8 feet away was a coyote stalking him. I immediately
picked the dachshund up who began barking. The coyote retreated to t

07-05-16

Tesla/Rokeby Street

Coyote in my front yard at 4:30pm

05-25-16

Tesla/Rokeby Street

Coyote in my front yard at 8:45am

06-18-16

Tesla/Rokeby Street

Coyote in my front yard at 4:00pm

06-16-16

Tesla/Rokeby Street

Coyote in my front yard at 8:30am.

7/8/16

Armstrong and Ivanhoe

Medium size coyote following a lady walking her dog.

06/30/16

Fernwood Avenue and Cedarlodge Terrace

4:00pm, a coyote walked down the hill towards my car and proceeded to poop in my neighbors
yard at the intersection/top of Cedarlodge terrace. I watched it from my car for a few minutes and
it didn't seem bothered at all.

04-28-16

2400 N. Edgewater Terrace

I saw two coyotes around 11PM walking up the hill towards Ivanhoe Drive.

5660 Valley Oak Drive 90068

One teenager in our back yard, many times over past two weeks. One adult (or maybe different
ones) every now and then strolling casually down the middle of our street.

2495 Glendower Avenue, LA, 90027 2520 Glendower Avenue, LA, 90027
Intersection of Glendower Avenue & Glendower Place 2600 Vermont Avenue 2401
Glendower Avenue 4734 Bonvue Avenue
01-01-79 to

Saint Andrews Place, 1900 block They have been here longer than I have lived
here which is 45 years.

For many years, the coyotes lived in the thick brush next to 1935 N. Saint Andrews, but within
the last month, the owner cleared the years of accumulated debris. They would be seen mostly
at night and in the morning pre-dawn and dawn hours. Sometimes on

Top of Glendower

Saw a one young Coyote inside of Griffith Park gate near the top of Glendower in the midmorning.

07-07-16

Parva at Woking Way

It was between 6 and 7AM, garbage day, and the coyotes had clearly been into several different
trash cans, trash was scattered near them, and plastic bags torn open. They looked at me, I
was walking, and then disappeared into someone's yard

07/07/16

Vermont Canyon Rd and Boyscout Rd

Two coyotes following eachother in the hills next to the Greek Theater. They crossed the road
and trotted through the adjacent park area, stayed about 50 feet away from the people in the
park. 5:45pm

06-15-16

Gainsborough and Vermont

A medium to large coyote prowling the neighborhood and pawing the grass on our lawn
aggressively; possibly as a display of dominance since our dog was barking loudly at it through
the window. The sighting occurred between 9:00 and 10:00 pm on a weeknight.

6-20-16

5130 Los Feliz Blvd LA CA

1 - in our backyard. we put up chicken wire, but had 3-5 visits in may / june

2015-2016

Edgemont at Cromwell and along Cromwell from Edgemont to Chislehurst

multiple daylight sightings

06-30-16

Normandie Ave. & Ambrose Ave.

While walking my dogs around 9:30PM I noticed we were being followed up Normanide by a
number of coyotes. When I got to the corner I threw some rocks at them and they ran off east on
Ambrose.

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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06-16-2016

Dundee Drive at Dundee Place

04-15-16

On the east side of Hobart Blvd between Franklin Ave and Los Feliz Blvd.

The coyote was disheveled and wandering around the sidewalk. Trash cans were out on the
curb. I spotted him in the morning.

7/6/2016

4827 Bonvue Ave

The coyote was in the street at 11:00 am

07/06/16

Backyard,2526 N. Commonwealth Ave.

Mid-morning to mid afternoon. coyote was sleeping, lolling, eating, destroying hoses..I suspect
the coyote was using den up on hillside.coyotes have done considerable damage to hoses in
yard, I have had to replace 6 hoses since first of year.

07-01-16

1900 block Taft Ave

06-23-16

Southbound on Glendower Avenue at Cromwell Avenue/Vermont Canyon Road
(median)

Driving south on Glendower Avenue, spotted coyote on sidewalk heading north. I pulled over and
from my car window, I tried to get the coyote to turn around by making sounds. A walker up the
street clapped her hands. The coyote turned around and trotted ac

07-08-2016

2325 North Vermont Avenue, house on southwest corner of Vermont/Glendower
and Cromwell

At approximately 6:30 a.m. coyote wandered across front yard (west to east along Cromwell)
checking up trees for squirrels then continued south in front yard along Vermont and out of sight
from where we were sitting; then, about 30 seconds later came runn

05/08/2016

2216 N Commonwealth Ave, at Commonwealth and Gainsborough

I walked outside my front door and a coyote was wailing down the sidewalk in front of my house.
He/She did not seem scared of me, rather just stopped and watched me as I got in my car. The
coyote started to head up Commonwealth towards Griffith Park and I

04-25-16

2407 Lyric Avenue

Mid-day across the street from our house in a brushy area. Has his eye on my small dog inside
our yard.

07-06-16

2259 Ronda Vista Drive

In my back yard around 9:15am. Jumped on the wall and walked along it to the neighbors
behind me. You can see picture here.
https://franklinhills.nextdoor.com/news_feed/?post=28298739

6/30/16

Commonwealth Nursery entrance to Griffith Park

9:00 am A very forlorn looking coyote was standing in my yard about 25 feet from the house with
his nose in the grass. I stepped out the door and quietly told him to go on. He scooted under the
fence and into the park.

06-10-16

Commonwealth Nursery entrance to Griffith Park

6:00 am A scrawny coyote was standing at the top of our waterfall.After a few minutes he
wandered down the path then turned and heard up the hill where there is a hole in the fence to
get back into the park.

06/10/2016

Near the "road closed" gate leading to the Observatory

Running at night, I heard leaves crunching, I looked and saw a seemingly large coyote on the
side of the road slowly making his way. I was alone, and the animal was unthreatening.

11-28-2015

725 Alpine St. LA CA 90012; @ T-intersection of Grand Ave. with Alpine St. in

6-3-16

626 floral dr

i was inside my house and heard the scream of my dog and went outside and saw a coyote try
and take it so I made a bunch of noise and scared it off and one i saw it was gone I went to help
her but it got her bad. I wrote it down to report it and it was at

05/7/16

3910 sunset drive

I opened my garage to give my 19 pound dog to the babysitter who was parked outside. My dog
ran out, and ran into her car. Just then my sitter pointed in front of her car, a healthy coyote
walked past it and down the street. So thankful my dog is okay and

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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North New Hampshire ave and Franklin

11:15p 5/12/16. Single coyote crossed Franklin and proceeded north on north New Hampshire
ave.

05/07/16

3910 sunset drive 90027

I opened my garage to hand off my little dog to his babysitter for the day. He ran outside and into
her car, thank goodness. As he did that, a coyote walked right past us down the street. My heart
still pounding. Never will do that again.

05-05-16

3827 Franklin

6am this morning was walking down front steps of home when young coyote came running past
heading uphill, then disappeared down the staircase leading to Hollyvista.

04/02/2016

On Berkeley ave between Mohawk and Allesandro (Nearest street address I know
is 2304 Berkeley ave)

At around 11:05pm I was walking down the street when I saw the form of what looked like a dog
sitting outside in front of a house. When it heard me coming it stood up and hid in some nearby
plants. It seemed to have a limp. On my return trip, about 10 min

03-29-16

3823 Franklin Avenue

Coming home 10pm saw coyote in street by neighbor's house. It went behind a parked car as
another car came up the road, then crossed the street and disappeared down the stairs that lead
down below. It was limping like it had a leg injury.

03-21-16

Commonwealth Ave. entrance to Griffith Park by nursery

6:35 pm A very handsome coyote trotted the entire length of my back yard. He is fairly dark
along the ridge of his back. He has almost a white stripe along his butt and across his tail. When
I clapped my hands, he jumped between the rows of barbed wire i

02-27-16

Griffith park path below the observatory at the gate to access glendower.

roughly 2:30 p.m.

2/19/16

1800 block Apex Ave. Corner of Apex and McCollum near Mansion

Walking 3 of my dogs. saw a coyote travelling north on mccollum away from us. Walked towards
Apex Ave going East. Noticed a large coyote following us about 30 yards away. ran towards the
animal with my dogs and scared it up the hill towards the mansion. T

02-06-2016

Franklin and Commomwealth

Have seen this lone coyote around for a while. It's sometimes with others but I didn't see any
others this time. This one has a noticeable limp that has now gotten to the point that it holds its
left front paw up and hops on the other.

01-05-16

1566 Sanborn Ave, behind the property

This was not a sighting but a listening incident. I was awoken at 1:01 a.m. by first the sound of
one coyote howling, then two or more others joining in and barking for less than a minute. This
was startling because they were REALLY close to the back of t

01-04-2016

Inside fenced-off area on the eastern side of Silverlake Reservoir, next to footpath
that runs along Armstrong Avenue.

Two coyotes, one with a radio tracking collar, at approximately 7:45 AM.

12-26-15

Vista del Valle & East Trail

Three coyotes on the side of the rode in the shade. They were scared and ran away when we
passed them on our bikes.

12/12/51

Prospect Av. at the base of the Prospect Walk.

3 adult size coyotes. 7 a.m. in the morning They were roaming down Prospect from Deloz. One
climbed into a backyard of a home above on Deloz. But returned to the others on the street.
Then they walked up the stairway toward Deloz when I lost sight of them

12-10-2015

E Observatory Road. Right off the observatory parks ng lot.

3:30 PM. I was going down Observatory Road when the coyote crossed the road. We were very
close bu yhe coyote didn't seem to care or notice we were there. He went into the bushes and
seemed interested in something in the area.

10-21-15

Lasaine Ave and Lemac St. - Northridge area

Coyote sighting was at aprox. 10:00 AM. Residential neighborhood. Started at Lasaine Ave and
Lemac. Ran from a car, where the person inside was trying to take a picture. Wound up in
another residential neighborhood (Jutland and Arminta). Coyote was just

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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Beverly Grover area. Off Oak wood and Fuller.

I was walking my dog and it chased us for a hundred feet or so. i yelled and stamped my feet
and lunged at him and it ran away

09-15-15

Commonwealth Nursery, entrance to Griffith Park at Commonwealth.

8:00 am during the rain. Three soggy coyotes ran up from Commonwealth Ave. east toward
Cedar Grove and the ridge off of Dundee Place, paralleling the park fence.

09-12-15

N Catalina Street and Franklin Avenue

The siting occurred at 2:00am. I was walking south on N Catalina and saw the Coyote on the
east side of the street. It saw me but didn't attack. It was walking slowly across the street toward
me. I picked up my pace and turned right onto Franklin and it d

08-27-15

1507 westerly terrace, 90026

Attacked dig that was sitting at my feet in my garden

08-26-15

Greek Theatre in the picnic area south of the Greek Theatre and north of Boy Scout
Road.

11:50 am Two coyotes were standing on the edge of the picnic area at the base of the hill. A
Rec & Parks employee who had been raking leaves into little piles was watching them from Boy
Scout Road.

07/04/15

Lake St. and West Court StreSt.

It was around 2am on a Saturday night.

08-20-15

Kentwood and 82nd. los angeles 90045

it was approx. 4:55 in the morning was driving to work. spotted what I thought was a dog trotting
North down Kentwood. As I passed it, and it passed me I noticed that it was not a dog but infact
a coyote

060515

Viedelou and Cabrillo in Norwalk, Ca.

t was 4:30 am and I let my chihuahua out to do his business. He started barking right away, and I
walked out to see what he was barking at. Thought it would be the stupid cats next door. But it
was 2 coyotes heading right for my for fiercely barking chih

07-03-15

1566 Sanborn Ave

Actually this is a bobcat sighting. A bobcat walked across my terrace about 9:30 a.m. on Friday. I
just wanted it to get reported to FHRA

06-12-15

Commonwealth Ave. entrance to Griffith Park

8:00 pm, dusk. 3 coyotes crossed from the Roosevelt Golf Course to the east side of
Commonwealth Av. Sniffing around in leaf debris under the oaks. Nice fluffy tails.

06-07-15

2012 Hollyvista Ave

9am My backyard. Single animal traversing north to south

6/7/2015

1600 block of Myra Ave between Camaro & Prospect

11 pm one coyote was walking/trotting on the sidewalk heading north in 1600 block of Myra Ave
heading toward Prospect Avenue. He/She looked thin, but healthy.

05-02-15

Intersection of Commonwealth Ave. and Cromwell

6:45 am. Two coyotes were walking to east on Cromwell Ave. Appeared to be yearlings. Both
looked in good condition.

03-31-15

Intersection of Radio Street and Ronda Vista Drive

7:30 am Mature adult. Good condition. I was walking my very little dog which I picked up and
carried to my door nearby. The coyote climbed up into the vegetation across the street and
eventually went up into the dense bushes.

03-20-15

N. Normandie & Ambrose

Around 7 pm. Came across a dog walker who warned me, so I turned around. Saw it behind my
dog and I a few minutes later. Hurries across busy Franklin.

03092015

Franklin and Normandie

5:10 am 2 coyotes trotting down Franklin

03-03-15

Commonwealth Ave. at the Commonwealth Nursery to Griffith Park

11:30 am Walking casually in my back yard from the hill toward the street. When I tapped on the
glass he trotted a little further west. I went outside and clapped my hands to encourage him to go
back up the hill to the hole in the fence to Griffith Park.

02/20/2015

Saturday, October 01, 2016

Griffin park jog path
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02/22/15

Mayview in Franklin Hills

Saw coyote at about 1:15pm on 1300-1400 blocks of Mayvirew.

1/31/2015

holly knoll drive/monon drive

1- 9:50pm, watched one coyote walking down street, then heard some kind of fight with cat?
dog?

12-15-14

5200 block of Los Feliz Blvd. north side, in the parkway below Los Feliz Estates

2:30 pm. Standing in the parkway near the sidewalk, headed toward the Estates but glancing
back toward the boulevard.

11/25/2014

629 Micheltorena Street, Los Angeles, Ca, 90026

1:43am I was talking on the phone in my (fenced) front yard and letting my 30lb dog out to pee. I
saw the coyote briskly walking west on the sidewalk in front of my house. My dog usually barks
at everything but her back was turned to the coyote. I gently called my dog who I got to run
inside without seeing the coyote and made sure my cat was in the house. The coyote stopped
and looked at me for a couple seconds when it got to the end of my driveway. I was afraid it was
going to head up the driveway. My fence is only 3 feet or so so I was afraid he would jump over it
after my dog or cat. I couldn't believe how sleek and quiet he was moving through the
neighborhood. I am new to Los Angeles so I was a bit shocked to see this animal running around
in front of my house.

11-19-14

parking lot north of the Greek Theatre on Vermont.

8:25 am Two coyotes standing in the glassy area north of the upper Greek Theatre parking lot.

10/26/14

2000 Hollyvista Ave.

At 11:40 AM Sunday, 26 October 2014 when I was going out to harvest persimmons from my
tree, I saw a single coyote on the ivy in my front yard about 20 feet below the tree and 8 feet
behind the mailbox. A noisy motorcycle was going by, so I don't know whether it was foraging in
the ivy or taking refuge in my front yard from the motorcycle. After the motorcycle went by, I
banged my collection box at it and it took off north on Hollyvista toward Franklin Ave.

10-3-14

Bobcat sighting. 1566 Sanborn Ave

I was leaving the house at 8:30 a.m. to go to work. I noticed a cat going down the long stairs on
the property. It was larger and more muscular than a cat, had white tufts on the back of its ears
and a short tail with white. It exited onto Sanborn. WHen I got to the street I noticed a man
walking his dog and asked if he had seen a cat. At that time his dog charged under the parked
cars across the street and the bobcat jumped up on the fence and down into the property across
the street. The man was startled and confirmed it was a bobcat.

5/9/14

City Terrace Dr/ Pomeroy St Los Angeles CA 90063

It was about 3am. I was heading west on City Terrace Dr approaching Pomeroy St, when I saw
the coyote. He was trotting east on City Terrace Dr.

7/17/14

Sanborn b/w Clayton and Cumberland

Heading north on Clayton, then up driveway at end of cul-de-sac and down to Clayton. 8:00 AM.
Coyote stopped and observed me, and was not easily scared off.

7/14/14

1575 Sanborn Avenue

7:00 pm, climbing up from Clayton into the yard at 1575 Sanborn

07-19-14

In Griffith Park, the Drummers Circle in Park Central

9:00 pm Two coyotes were standing under the big oak at drummers circle. One was close to the
intersection by the Visitor Center and walked toward the oak where the other was standing.
There was a deer just to the south which they ignored.

07-18-14

Above Roosevelt Golf Course on Commonwealth Canyon Rd.

5:30 pm The coyote waited for a car to drive by then crossed from the Roosevelt Golf Course
across Commonwealth Canyon Rd. He went about 20 feet up the bank and then paused to look
around. He appeared healthy.

07/17/14

4026 Camero Ave

About 10am...curled up in front yard. When I came out it got up and just stared at me. I yelled at
it and stomped my feet and it ran off

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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06-23-14

On sidewalk in front of 3238 Rowena Avenue across from Waverly Drive

One - it was trotting down the sidewalk not more than four feet from me and my cat, and another
woman crossing the street with her three big dogs, who went nuts. I was 7:00 in the morning

06-11-14

2000 block of Lake Shore Avenue @ Baxter.

5am. Walking my dog. Saw two. First saw one middle of street behind us about 1/2 block away.
Got home. Closed the gate and waited when I saw the second walk on by.

06-07-14

Commonwealth Ave. at the Griffith Park entrance by the nursery

8:15 am Young coyote was walking in our fenced back yard from the street side toward the
back (east) of the yard. May have been headed to our pond for water. I clapped my hands and
he trotted up the hill. I don't think a sprinkler system is the answer. What the animals could use
is some water troughs.

05-01-14

east side of Griffith park, on golf course

coyote was resting by chain link fence that separates golf course from running path. About 3 or 4
pm. when I stopped it stood up and slowly walked away, very nonchalant.

05/11/14

The hill between 2849 Waverly Dr. and Glendale Blvd. We see them from our
balcony frequently. Also across Glendale Blvd. where they are building new
apartments.

Dusk. We see them pretty frequently.

04-21-14

Commonwealth Ave. and Griffith Park gate

6:20 pm. still daylight. Coyote trotting inside back yard toward the pond. He saw me through the
window and moved away a bit. He appeared to be young. I decided not to chase him away in the
hope that he would catch some of the ground squirrels that are tearing up our yard.

04-03-14

Greek Theatre, 2700 N. Vermont Ave. where Commonwealth Canyon intersects.

2:30 pm. Coyote crossed Vermont from the east (Roosevelt Golf course) to the west just below
the Greek Theatre. He trotted across in the painted pedestrian cross walk! He's better trained
than a lot of people.

3-22-14

Deloz & Clayton

Coyote went all the way up to the doorstep. 10:30 p.m. Dog was attacked by coyote a month
earlier.

11-05-13

3726 Tracy Street there were three and I almost lost my dog they jumped onto my
lawn and chased me into my house.

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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10-22-13 1

1st sighting SE corner of Tracy and St. George 2nd sighting NE corner of Lyric and
St. George

1s sighting 9:30 pm-First I want to say I've lived in this neighborhood for 18 years, always coexisted with the coyotes, admire them, respect them, enjoy seeing them as long as they are not
hurting anything and have never ever had a problem prior to last week. Of course there are
those who leave their small pets out at night wandering around which is not right. I am not afraid
of them but am afraid for the protection of my dogs. On this night I was walking 3 large
Greyhounds. They were in front of me side by side walking in complete unison, me following
right behind all on pretty tight leads. As I neared the corner stoplight I turned around and saw 3
coyotes following us! Fortunately the dogs had not caught their scent and I knew it would be
difficult to control 3 large dogs in a confrontation so we bolted across the street. As I turned
around they were gone. They seemed to be hiding out in the foliage of Dick and Jane's home on
the corner of Tracy and St. George. 2nd sighting a few days later at 6:30 pm-Walking my 2
Greyhounds and were on the grass of the home on NE corner of Lyric and St. George (yellow
house) Dogs were sniffing the grass and all of a sudden went crazy spotting a single coyote on
the sidewalk heading towards us (seemed to come from the same foliage as well) Both dogs
went absolutely crazy, growling, lunging and barking. Something they only do when spotting a
coyote (Greyhounds are very gently and rarely bark). The coyote came off the sidewalk while all
this was going on and headed straight for us! No fear, no nothing. I could barely stand up and
had to hold them back with everything I had, also yelling. I'm in good shape and strong but even
this was a challenge! The Coyote came practically face to face with my dogs even though they
were attack mode and myself as well. He seemed confused as to whether he should attack or
bolt. Keep in mind, there was a lot of traffic whizzing by and the front yard was brightly lit from
the street lamp. Finally it bolted away and ran down the street. I hike in Griffith Park all the time,
day and evening and the coyotes there never even come close as long as you let yourself be
known and have a mutual respect. I'm shocked that they've attempted to approach a pack of
large dogs! I have to say I'm pretty freaked out about the incident. I can't imagine what people
are going through with small dogs and cats. I just don't understand why they are becoming so
aggressive. I feel bad for them and would hope they could be lured back into the park with
sufficient water etc. Some years ago the association asked for donations to build more water
feeders in the park for the coyotes which I did contribute to but was told later that they did not
have enough funding to complete it.

10-24-2013

Walking up the stairs on the 3800 (odd #'s) block of Tracy St.

~7 a.m. A young-ish, lean, healthy looking coyote-- not sure if male or female-- looking very
relaxed. S/He went down the stairs, then returned. Stared at me for a moment, then went on
his/her way up the stairs.

2380 Lyric Ave

single coyote walking quickly down the middle of the street. 7:34 PM, didn't respond to my
presense

10-11-13

intersection of Cromwell Ave., Hillhurst, Inverness

11:00 pm Coyote was trotting along sidewalk next to a high wall. Heading west from
Commonwealth Ave. towards Hillhurst.

10-15-13

Los Feliz Blvd at Vermont (northeast corner)

Approximately 6:40 am the coyote turned from Vermont into Los Feliz blvd and continued east
on Los Feliz towards Hillhurst. Just one coyote.

10-10-13

Myra and Cumberland ave

11pm.Walking my 20 lb dog (I'm a 5'11" male) and a skunk walked casually past us. Then two
coyotes approach the skunk, but they're looking at us. The coyotes are unphased by the skunk
and vice versa; they just casually pass each other as my heart rate elevates. I pick up my dog
immediately and the two coyotes take steps towards me (I'm 50 feet away). I tell at them and
they stop. I quickly walk away and they begin approaching again; thus begins my fight or flight
moment. By the time I get under a street lamp a car approaches and crosses between us and
the coyotes. I use the opportunity to b-line it to my house... Full heart rate, full sprint, fully
disconcerting.
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10-08-13

Intersection of Camero Ave. and Myra

10:45PM Coyote was seen heading east on Camero, then turned around and went back down
the street to Myra. Last seen heading north on Myra from Camero. I shouted at it and it ran off.

10/07/13

2024 Mayview Drive

2 large healthy looking coyotes lounging in our back yard which is completely fenced in - in 15
years here, this is the first time we have had them inside our yard.

09-30-13

Intersection of Franklin Ave and Holly Knoll Drive 4228 Franklin Avenue

A few minutes after 8 p.m. a coyote was walking in my front yard, very close to my living room
window. It was large and hair looked a bit matted. The coyote proceeded to my neighbor's front
yard, heading east toward Shakespeare Bridge.

09/26/13

Commonwealth & Los Feliz Blvd

1a

09-21-13

3927 De Longpre Avenue

At 8 am today I saw a coyote on my patio and he had cornered my 16-lb dog. He was trying to
pick my dog up in his mouth and my dog was on her back, fighting. They were no more than 5
feet from my back door. I screamed,loudly, and the coyote dropped my dog and ran. There are 6
' fences around my patio. The coyote leapt into my neighbors yard.

09-11-2013

On Fern Dell drive like 100 ft from Trails Cafe.

Around 9:15pm. The Coyote calmly crossed the street 20-30 ft in front of the car. Walked from
the side of the hills towards to side with homes. We stopped to watch it. It stared back at us and
did not move even after we drove away. We also sighted 1 adult deer along with a young deer 50
feet in front of Trails Cafe.

09-04-13

Commonwealth entrance to Griffith Park.On the steep dirt trail east from the gate
that goes up to Cedar Grove

7:23 am. The coyote was walking slowly up the southern edge of the trail, the side toward the
homes. He paused about 2/3 of the way up the trail and looked south where there is a trail that
goes to Dundee Place. Then he turned around and walked north toward the Commonwealth
Nursery.

08-21-13

At the Commonwealth gate to Griffith Park

9:00 pm. As I was driving up the street I spotted what I thought was 2 coyotes playing in the
street. I aimed my headlights toward them. A small coyote turned and walked back toward the
park while looking at me. The other turned out to be my neighbor's dog who is about the size of a
small coyote! There was no aggression involved. They appeared to be playing. I escorted Bessie
home. Their gate had accidentally been left open.

08-09-13

On the 3 Mile Trail just above the junction of Mt. Hollywood Drive in Griffith Park.

4:00pm. Standing in the middle of the trail alone.

08-12-13

Commonwealth Avenue at park entrance.

6:30 pm Coyote was walking up Commonwealth Ave. He crossed to the west side at the park
gate and marked his turf before trotting up the hill towards Dundee. Looked in good health, full
fluffy tail.

08-06-13

8877 Pico Vista Road, Pico Rivera, CA 90660

I let my little dog out on the lawn and the coyote came from around the corner. It started toward
the little dog but when it saw me, it made a wide turn and ran down the street with my little dog
and I chasing after it.

07-18-13

At 9:20 a.m. I observed a lone coyote walking down Ames St. proceeding onto
Tracy Street. Once crossing Tracy St., the coyote ambled down Monon Street.
The coyote continued down Monon Street past Lyric and Holly Knoll Avenues.

Looked like a healthy coyote, not too skinny. It appeared to be heading toward underneath the
Shakespeare bridge on Monon Street.

07-03-13

Commonwealth Aven and Cromwell Ave.

9:30 pm. A small coyote crossed Commonwealth Ave. from east to west. All the garbage cans
are out; he's looking for scraps.

05-30-13

backyard next to Commonwealth Nursery Commonwealth Ave. gate to Griffith Park

7:30 pm. Coyote came down the hill to drink water out of the waterfall. I clapped my hands and
he ran back up the hill.
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05-29-13

Kingswell and Rodney

Coyote running up street to corner house disregarding pedestrians. He/she went to the same
location (house) and searched the yard then defecated. Same location where when I was
walking my dog yesterday I spotted something dead (had been attacked).

05-15-13

1933 Rodney dr, Los Angeles, ca

I was walking my dog at 1130 at night (10 lb terrier) when a coyote snuck up and jumped on and
it my dog. I was able to pull her away and scream and yell at the coyote to get it to go away. It
followed us down the street until I got into my apt. Building. It didn't care at all that I was about 1
foot from it when it attacked my dog or when I first started yelling at it.

05-15-13

1933 Rodney dr, Los Angeles, ca

I was walking my dog at 1130 at night (10 lb terrier) when a coyote snuck up and jumped on and
it my dog. I was able to pull her away and scream and yell at the coyote to get it to go away. It
followed us down the street until I got into my apt. Building. It didn't care at all that I was about 1
foot from it when it attacked my dog or when I first started yelling at it.

05-05-13

Commonwealth Ave. and the park nursery gate.

6:00 am Two coyotes were at our pond getting water. (We've had a pair of mallards and a hungry
crow hanging around lately.) A third coyote was right at the sliding glass door.

05-01-13

N. Commonwealth Ave. at gate to Commonwealth Nursery

A small coyote walked across Commonwealth for the east side to the west. 10:15 pm Turned
and went back inside the park. It think it was a female because it seemed to squat an pee by the
side of the path.

Pair of Coyotes seen on Prospect Av. on the 3900 block between Sanborn & deloz.
Also have been reporting dead animals in the area. But now thinking L.A. City did
not have a chance to pickup the dead animals. For saw the male coyote pickup the
dead squirre
04/04/13

Echo Park Boulevard and Whitmore Avenue (Elysian Park).

03-19-13

1722 Hollyvista Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90027

03/17/2013

Calle la mesa, moraga, ca

1

03/11/13

Entrance of Bronson canyon

Coyote was on side of hill when I saw it chase a bunny. This was at 5:00AM

03-09-2013

Melbourne avenue and Hillhurst

At 9 pm he was walking along the sidewalk

03-04-13

Commonwealth Av & Parva

9:30 pm Trotting politely down the east side of Commonwealth on the sidewalk.

02-24-13

Saw 2 coyotes heading up a hill. 10 minutes later I was walking my cocker spaniel and saw one
Coyote who stared us down and finally seemed to go off in the opposite direction and then I kept
walking and ran into another who again stared us down and finally disappeared. It was terrifying.
My dog barked and I yelled for the latter to go away, but it stood it's ground. I am still shaken up.
I wish I knew the right way to respond to protect my dog and myself.

2pm brown coyote

02-20-13

Griffith Park t park entrance at Los Feliz & Riverside Drive

The coyote ran across Crystal Springs Drive from east to west right behind the Smokey Bear
sign at the park entrance.

Tues., Feb.

3939-40 Sunset Drive, top of stairs at Sanborn

Two young, full grown- coyotes; one shy, the other more assertive.
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02-06-13

Franklin Avenue and Holly Knoll Avenue. The coyote was small. It was headed
down Holly Knoll, crossed on to Franklin Avenue, then it headed to the median and
I could no longer see the coyote at that point. The time was approximately 7:15
p.m.

The coyote was in the grass area of the apartment building that is on both Holly Knoll Drive and
Franklin Avenue. The coyote was in the grassy area of the apartment building, went down the
apartment stairs the residents use to get to their garages that face Franklin Avenue. Then the
coyote went in the street and slipped in the median bushes. I could no longer see the coyote
once it entered the Franklin median.

01-29-13

2294 Ronda Vista Drive

10 PM. I let my 65 lb. dog outside from the door which is one flight down from the street. She
went down the outside steps to the yard below and barked briefly. A short time later, I heard a
serious bark and went to the door. My dog was hurrying up the steps followed by two coyotes.
When my dog saw me, she turned to go down the stairs. At that point, the coyotes
disappeared. I brought my dog inside. I believe they come into my yard often at night.

01/21/13

At the intersection of Myra and Holly Knoll Drive

When I rounded the corner at around 11:00 p.m. I saw two coyotes in the middle of the
intersection. One of them had an orange tabby cat in its jaws. As I slowly approached the
coyotes they trotted off ahead, but didn't let go of the cat. I then (successfully) intimidated the
coyotes by continuing to approach them and reving my engine. Eventually coyote holding the cat
dropped it so it could run faster. While the cat was able to move, it was obviously dazed and
likely injured. I continued to scare the coyotes by driving after them so that the cat would
hopefully be able to get safely away. The coyotes split up, with one going east on Holly Knoll
and the other going south on Myra.

01-18-13

Griffith Park above Fern Dell, West Observatory Trail, about 1/4 way up from Fern
Dell.

The coyote crossed West Observatory Trail headed down toward the dry gully. There were
several people on the trail; he crossed when there was an open space. He Disappeared down
the back then paused a few seconds to look up at us before continuing.

01/14/13

Commonwealth Ave. at gate to GRiffith Park at Commonwealth Nursery, half way
up trail to Cedar Grove.

7:15 am They were walking slowly around the edge of the trail on either side. Looking for
breakfast?

12/14/12

3302 Descanso Dr., south of Sunset Blvd., near Silverlake Blvd.

Late evening, my boyfriend observed two coyotes walking through our backyard. There's a new
home under construction, up the street on a hillside. I believe that the coyotes lived there and are
now trying to find a new home.

12/05/12

3302 Descanso Drive. In my backyard. Near Silverlake Blvd. and Sunset Blvd.

Mid day, looking in our backyard from a window, I spotted a coyote on my patio. I went to get my
boyfriend, who was in the garage and we both went to the backyard to look at it. It saw us and
started towards us and we ran in the house. It must have left over the fence??

11/17/12

Crossing 3200 block of Descanso Dr., Silver Lake. Near Sunset Blvd.

In the afternoon, crossing the street.

12-09-12

On Riverside TRail above the Vermont Canyon Tennis Courts

10:00 am A very dark coyote was walking up the side of the canyon. There were lots of people
and dogs on the trail. A man had two small white dogs off leash who were way ahead of him on
the trail when the coyote reached the trail. I don't know if the man saw the coyote or not, but he
gathered his dogs. The coyote went back down the side of the slope and disappeared in the
brush. When the Asian man got around the loop to the side we were on, I told him he needed to
keep his dogs on leash. He reached into his pocket and pulled out the leashes, but another offleash dog trotted by and his two dogs ran after that dog with the owner trotting after them. The
coyote could easily have had a nice lunch.

12-15-12

On Griffith Park Drive in the grassy area west of the Visitors Center

3:35 pm Wandering are the grassy area. May be the same coyote is spotted hunting gophers
last week.

12-15-12

On Griffith Park Drive between Mineral Wells Picnic grounds and the composting
facility

Walking along the side of the road up from Mineral Wells. He stepped down the slope out of
sight as I drove slowly by.
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12/06/12

Corner of Hollyvista and DeLoz, approx. 6:45 AM

early morning walking my Dogs, the healthy looking Coyote, shied away and then followed me for
a ways as if to stalk my small dogs. It was then sighted a little later at 2352 Ronda Vista Drive(
approx. 7:15) darting between the house and a vacant house, retreating to the hillside below. (it
is assumed that these were the same Coyote but possibly could have been two separate ones.

9/25/12

Tracy and Aloha

Coyote ran across Tracy and up the hill on Aloha.

11/15/12

Tracy & St. George

5:30 am coyote can from the Marshall High School drop off pick up area on St. George. The
Coyote ran down St. George towards Shakespeare Bridge.

12-06-12

Griffith Park just east of the Visitors Center where the drummers meet

4:30 pm Coyote was in the open grassy area staring at a gopher hole and poking his paw into
the hole.

12-02-12

1815 Hollyvista Ave, Los Angeles, Ca 90027 (9:30 AM)

9:30 AM I was driving south on Hollyvista and a healthy (full coat, fluffy tail) coyote was walking
across the street toward 1815 Hollyvista. When I stopped to look at him, he (she?) looked back
and went west, downhill between houses. No hurry.

Nov 30 201

4112 Tracy St. Los Angeles, CA. 90027 Between Myra and Talmage.

10:15pm...I took my dogs out for a quick walk and my dogs growled but I couldn't see what they
were growling at. All I could see was a shadow in the street. I began to walk back to my house
remembering my wife telling me she saw a coyote a week ago. I then saw a coyote in the street
staring at me and the dogs. I started yelling "GO!" but it did not budge. I started to walk a little
quicker and kept yelling at it. Just then I saw the second coyote about 10 feet from the first and
began to panic. They both were staring at us and looked very interested in my dogs. I will admit
I sprinted with the dogs back to the house.

09-01-12

Just across from Griffith Park, in Franklin Hills, I (and my neighbors) see coyotes
on an almost nightly basis walking up Franklin, just up from the Shakespeare
Bridge, past St. George. I live at 3914 Franklin Ave 90027.

I see lone coyotes walking up the street, usually right at dusk. They quickly walk past us, and are
unmistakably coyotes (not dogs). Then, on a nightly basis I hear them in the hillside around
Shakespeare Bridge (the howl in that distinctive way, and are the only thing to make my
neighbors dogs bark. I have also recently heard the killing of a cat or small dog in the hill below
me).

11-24-12

On Franklin Avenue at corner of Radio St.

Driving home at 9:30pm saw 2 very young coyotes up ahead. One ran into a yard on the left,
another into a yard on the right. My home just around the corner, I parked then saw a large black
& white long-haired cat walking by. I started to raise my voice and clap my hands to try to get it
to move off when one of the coyotes came trotting into view. The cat ducked into my neighbor's
bushes and the coyote tore after it. I went over to the bushes but couldn't see or hear anything.
While I hope for the best, I think the odds are not good for the cat. I will wait to see if any
"missing cat" posters go up so I can let the owners know what happened. Also, I was awoken a
few hours later at 4am to the sound of several coyotes howling.

11-01-12

4490 Ramsey Road, Oxford, Michigan 48371

10:45 am, Open area in my backyard, aprox 300 ft from my home

09-16-12

Aloha St. cross street is St. George

Coyote walking up the street at approximately 10:30 am.

08-24-12

Commonwealth Ave. at the Griffith Park gate

9:40 pm Coyote was strolling through the back yard from the street side toward the hill in back.
(The cat spotted him.)

08012012

Hoover st

I just got home and let my dog out to pee in the yard and next thing I knew a coyote was at the
fence watching my dog and I thought it was a list puppy and called to it and it came right up to me
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08-07-12

3745 Clayton Ave.

My dog was outside on "rat patrol" at 11pm when she began barking really loud, I ran out to bring
her in and saw two large coyotes in the unfenced portion of my double lot at 3745 Clayton Ave.
When I moved in 2 years ago, there was a family of five that I would see occasionally, but I think
having a dog here has kept them at bay a little bit.

8/3/12

A neighborhood cat was killed by coyotes at about 3am. I heard desperate cries of
cat, followed by some yelping that I had never heard before. I assumed a few cats
had gotten into a fight. This morning, the remains of Napoleon was scattered all
over the neighbor's lawn. This happend at around 25th and Wilshire ~ in Santa
Monica. I have two dogs, and I walk the frequently. I'm now scared

I didn't see them. Neighbors all believe that Coyotes killed the cat.

08-02-12

Greek Theatre dirt parking lot J on west side of Vermont behind the theatre.

The coyote was relaxing in the shade of an oak tree in the parking lot. A film crew was working in
the paved lot below and had lots of trucks. They also had long tables of food. He may have been
waiting for the opportunity to pick up some scraps. When I returned 1 1/2 hrs. later, there were
more cars in the dirt lot and he was gone.

June 20, 2012

On June 20th saw one coyote north of Vermont approaching Los Feliz. Before 10 p.m. Then
another the same night on Deloz Ave going up Hollyvista. On July 29th ll:10 p.m. Two (one tan,
another larger and darker) going south on Deloz. Then turned on Hollyvista going East. I was
unloading groceries and had hands full. They stopped to stare at me. I was near the trunk of my
car but had my front and back doors open. I shoved my bags into my back seat and climbed into
my front seat and closed the door. I saw one of the coyotes then go south on Deloz. Don't know
what the other one did. I remained in the car till I was sure they had gone.

July 29, 2012

sunset drive when i was walking my dog a small coyote appeared and I thought it
was a lost puppy and we went up to it and it just glowed at my dog about to pounce
on it and i shook my keys then it ran off to Talmadge where another one waited for
it.

3am

Cling and ethel st.

I saw the coyote 1 block away run down a cul de sac on Mary Ellen and then it came in my
direction. I screamed"get away" and he passed me an my dog trotting in the middle of the street.

7/2/2012

Commonwealth Ave. entrance to Griffith Park by the nursery

2:30 pm Coyote was standing in our backyard at the edge of our pond. It looked like the same
one reported a few days ago. I opened the door and he immediately ran back up the hill and out
the hole in the fence. He was probably just looking for a drink of water.

6/25/2012

On the Bill Eckert trail, at the beginning just before it heads up from the old zoo trail

6/28/2012

Commonwealth Ave. entrance to Griffith Park next to the nursery. He was in the
back yard by the pond.

8:15 pm. He was coming down the steps from the steep slope in the back yard by our pond. As
soon as I open the door he ran back up the hill and out the hole in the fence. We currently have
a family of rabbits who have moved into our yard.

5/5/2012

My front yardand porch on St George St.

He was hanging out on my front porch trying to either get to my Husky or wanting to play with
him. As we drove into the driveway he ran off the porch and towards a person across the street
walking his dog. I yelled to the man with the dog to watch out because the coyote was heading
to them with a purpose. The man picked up his dog and ran the coyote followed them down the
street. I see this coyote occasionally on my front lawn and porch.

5/23/2012

2028 Mayview Dr.

1 young coyote in the neighbor's driveway at about noon. I tried to scare it away, but it ran into
my neighbor's yard. Have not seen it since.

4/24/2012

Commonwealth Ave. at Cromwell

9:30 pm Small coyote walked across Commonwealth (west to east). sniffed around street tree.
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4/13/2012

Prospect Avenue. Entering back yard of 3991 Prospect Avenue from next to 3941
prospect Avenue which is above 3991 Prospect Avenue as Propect climbs toward
Deloz.

9:00 A.M. April 13th sighted one possibly healthy young male coyote. Coyote was walking alone
up Prospect Avenue till it disapeared behind neighbors property.

2/25/2012

Corner of Clayton Ave. and Mayview.

I was driving to Mayview on Clayton around 6:30AM and as I got to the corner, I saw a medium
sized coyote on the other side of Mayview coming towards me. He spied me about the same
time I saw him, and immediately jumped behind a small bush at the corner. It was a pretty
shabby bush, and we could still each other through it. He just sat there, seeming to think he was
invisible. I turned to go down the hill, and noticed in my rear view window that he had come out of
hiding and continuing down Clayton.

1-15-12

2300 block of N. Commonwealth Av., near Cromwell

6:15 pm Coyote was walking up the street (north). He was nosing around the leaves in the gutter
as he walked. He did not move onto the sidewalk as I slowly drove by him.

01-19-12

Top of N. Commonwealth Ave. just outside the park gate at the nirsey

6:30 pm The coyote was walking up the sidewalk on the west side of the street. He returned to
the park.

01-11-12

Griffith Park Pote Field, Visitor Center

4:15 pm A small dark colored coyote was walking from the bicycle rental storage unit up the road
toward Crystal Springs Dr. He stopped at the curb while some cars passed. A large silver pickup
stopped; children in the crew cab lowered the window and yelled at the coyote and waved
something at him. The coyote finally walked in front of the pickup, crossed the street, and
headed west up the bank. A few minutes later I saw the coyote just west of Griffith Park Drive.
He seemed to be smelling piles of leaves and debris in the gutter and sniffing the grass.

01-11-12

Griffith Park Visitor Center

2:00 pm A large coyote was roaming in the shady grassy area between Crystal Springs Drive
and Griffith Park Drive.

01-10-12

In Griffith Park, Commonwealth Canyon Drive, at the top of Roosevelt Golf Course

1:30 pm He was crossing from Roosevelt Golf course north toward the tennis courts

12-05-11

near gateway and bates.

I saw 2 it was around 845 pm . I was walking my dog and they were crossing the street. I picked
up my dog and headed the opposite direction. Luckily they didn't follow.

12-02-11

Vermont Avenue at Aberdeen

10:30 am Lone coyote was walking up the median on Vermont Avenue. He was smallish. A little
wary. There were a lot of tree branches down in the median and people out cleaning up.

11-30-11

Griffith Park near Pote Field. Crossing Crystal Springs Drive.

9:00 am A health looking coyote trotted up the bank between Crystal Springs Drive and Griffith
Park Dr. near Pote Field. (where DWP is working on the pipe line.) He continued west into the
hills of the park.

11/17/11

Commonwealth Avenue at the Commonwealth Nursery gate

8:22 pm One was walking down the center of Commonwealth. As we drove up he moved to the
sidewalk and continued down the street. 4 more came out of the cul de sac at the park gate.
Seeing the car they went on the sidewalk and back inside the park. One appeared to be smaller
than the others.

11-08-11

Commonwealth Ave. & Dundee (1 block south of Commonwealth Nursery

9:30 pm walking down Commonwealth. Calmly moved onto sidewalk on west side of street as I
drove by.

11/7/11

At the head of Radio Walk steps

Circa 5 pm. I was walking my dog (a longhaired Rottweiler) down Radio Walk from Ronda
Vista. The Coyote stood and watched us get closer. I restrained my dog who had lunged
forward. The coyote did not move. I yelled 'Shoo' and kept moving towards it waving my arms.
The Coyote did not move. I kept going forward and yelling and waving my arms. It turned and
went down about 10 steps. I got to the top of the steps still holding my dog on a short leash. I
yelled 'Shoo' many times and it finally went into the bush on the uphill side of the walk.
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7:20am 11/

4202 Clayton Avenue, between Talmadge and Myra

7:30am 11/01/2011 My son let our small dog out in the front while he had his coffee, a morning
ritual. While our dog was outside, a coyote came up and picked her up!! My son scared it and it
dropped our dog. Luckily, it did not break her ribs or puncture her lungs. She is currently at the
vets office in surgery to close her puncture wound.

09-19-11

Trotting down the street in front of 2294 Ronda Vista Drive at about 9:50 in the
morning.

9:50 am. S/he was just trotting down the street.

09/15/11

3850 Tracy St approaching via the alley that connects to Aloha Street just 3 houses
down from St. George Street at Marshall High School.

At approximately 7pm it appeared the same Coyote we've been sighting over the past 2 weeks
was approaching Tracy Street via the alley between Aloha and Tracy Streets (3 houses southeast of Marshall High School. Was taking trash cans down to the street when the animal was
approaching from the alley. Attempts to scare the animal off with loud noises were not very
effective. Animal just stopped and even continued slowly advancing towards my side of the
street. A neighbor walking their dogs also came upon the scene and with their dogs barking and
the two of us yelling and making threatening gestures to advance upon the animal, only then did
it slowly turn around and go back up to Aloha St where it came from. Also to note, there was a
lot of pedestrians about the neighborhood that evening taking walks with their dogs or even
baby's in strollers. The neighbor with the dogs then told me he's seen 2 or more coyotes in the
yard of the house located at the north-west corner of Tracy & St. George hunting around the
premises in recent weeks.

091211

Driveway of 3850 Tracy Street, 90027.

Coyote was seen in our driveway between our car and our neighbor's front yard where it then
moved across our front yard (slowly - wasn't too afraid of us) and down the street into other
neighbor's yards (only 3 houses down from Marshall High School going towards Hyperion Ave).
The animal looked well-fed.

09/15/11

1921 Monon St.

This morning between 6:30-7:00am. Eying my barking dog. He/she is often on our street around
dawn and dusk. We lost a kitty to one about a month and a half ago.

09-12-11

On Hollyvista & Deloz. He was going up Hollyvista.

It was about l0 a.m. He was just strolling along. Turned his head when I called out to him. My
third sighting this summer.

09-13-11

Moorpark and Petit (well west of Griffith Park, to be sure)

Spotted running across yard at corner of Moorpark and Petit; ran away when yelled at...and when
a tree branch coincidentally fell near it!

9 /09 /2011

2012 Hollyvista Ave. 90027 Backyard

7:00am Walking in my back yard, foraging, then sat on ground for ten minutes before getting up
and moving up to back of property.

09-04-11

4000 Block of Cumberland Ave (between Myra and Sanborne)

I found the remains of a what I think is a cat on my front lawn this weekend. I have a photo of
the paw left by the coyotes in case you're looking; but please be warned it is graphic.

8/26/2011 - on the the roadway to the Observatory near the overlook

I was writing from the overlook and when I turned I saw a coyote walking pass me looking at me
but continuing down the street. He was on the roadway going down the hill.

8/14/2011

In front of my house on Clayton Avenue, between Myra and Talmadge. Then again
on Clayton and Myra.

The 8/14 sighting occurred when I forgot to bring my chihuahua in the house. At 3:30am I heard
her barking and it was almost shrieking I opened the back door to see she was face to face with
a coyote and she would not back down. She then managed to slip out of the gate and chased the
coyote down the street. You could not imagine my fright as I tried to catch her and get her back
in the house. Later on that week, I had to walk her late in the evening and we came 100 yds from
2 coyotes wandering in the middle of the street at the corner of Myra and Clayton.

08-03-11

Corner of Wanda and Myra Ave.

9pm A coyote jumped out of the bushes and strolled down Myra Ave towards Franklin Ave.
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Only within Griffith Park.

The drought conditions and fires cause plants to die. When the plants die, the smaller animals
(rabbits, mice, squirrels, etc.) die or have reduced litters. The smaller animals are the food
supply of the coyotes and therefore the coyotes have less food available so begin to trek outside
the park. Fixing sprinklers in the park, planting abundant plants & trees, and fixing off-trail hiking
baren spots (causes erosion and loss of vegetation and den spots) will work to improve the issue.

Not in Franklin Hills, but it started on Vista Del Mar and Scenic Dr. in Hollywood.

I was in my car looking for parking and heading up Scenic Dr when a young Coyote trotted slowly
in front of my car. I followed him slowly up the hill on Scenic until he ducked into someone's
front yard to the left. At that point I lost track of him.

08-03-11

Corner of mayview and Clayton ave

At 830pm while walking my dog I observed a single coyote. My dog started barking. I held her
and shook my keys and stomped my feet but It watched and followed me to my housenon
Clayton.

07-31-11

3800 block of Tracy St., headed toward Hyperion

single coyote,medium size, good condition (not sure if male or female) walking at normal pace
down the sidewalk 7 a.m.

07-12-11

I was driving on Los Feliz Blvd and a slight bit before reaching Riverside Drive (I
was heading to 5 northbound freeway onramp) at 10:40 a.m. and adjacent to the
fountain was an adult coyote. I watched through my rear view mirror and the
coyote quickly s

It was morning approximately 10:40.

7/12/11

N. Commonwealth Ave. at the gate to Griffith Park

I startled the coyote when I opened the curtain at 7:30 am. He was standing near our pond. He
slowly retreated to the steps and walked along the garden path to the steps leading up the hill.
He kept an eye on me the whole time.

07-05-11

Corner of Franklin Ave & Hollyvista Ave

8:10 am, driving downhill on Franklin when I came to the stop sign at Hollyvista a young coyote
came around the corner heading uphill. He stopped and looked at me, and when I drove off he
ducked into the bushes there. Looks like the same coyote I encountered a couple of months ago
at the same time of day, but this time in front of my house 3827 Franklin. As I opened my garage
door I saw the coyote trotting downhill in the middle of the street. I shook my keys and raised my
voice. He stopped and stared, then moved into my neighbors bushes. As I drove off he came
back out on the street and trotted uphill.

06-14-11

4169 Russell Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90027

I was rushing trying to finish some yard work around 7:45pm on Tuesday, June 14 when I heard
some rustling of leaves coming from hillside behind a block wall and so I thought there might be
some skunk or a possom or maybe some squirrels getting chased back there so I stopped,
picked up my cats and brought them inside my home then went back out to put away my
gardening tools. I was rushing around because there were a few crows cawing loudly above me
and I thought maybe they were there to catch the leftovers of whatever animal was getting
attacked down on the ground, behind my yard.. then suddenly I heard a loud thump behind me
and I turned around to face a Coyote looking dead at me. He was standing on top of the
neighbors' flat garage top, his eyes lit like fire against the remnants of skylight behind us. I was
really shocked he was that close to me. I have seen them on the hills at the end of the street,
over by the French School. This is a dead-end street and have seen them only in the recent
months. I am so scared they might try to chase my cats. I have had one of them disappear a
couple years ago. A very painful loss.

06-19-11

Intersection of Forest Lawn Drive and Zoo Drive off of 134

We were turning around in the above area right at the entrance of Griffith Park when we saw
what looked like a small coyote coming out of the equestrian area, under the fence and across
the road to the Griffith Park Entrance sign. The time of day was approximately 15:00
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2028 Mayview Dr

10:30 AM - going down our driveway

Corner of Sunset Drive and Hoover st, los angeles 90027

I actually saw three (two different coyotes) in one week starting on 02/25/2011 at twelve thirty
am. The coyote was in my back yard (which has 6 ft walls all around). I put my dog who was
barking at him thru the back door in the bathroom and went outside and it just stared me down
then jumped up on the garage and into the neighbors yard. The following tuesday at 7pm my
neighbor called me at work to tell me that a coyote was pacing on my garage for about half an
hour. On thursday 03/03/2011 at about 9pm I saw a very pregnant coyote in the yard circling the
yard and driving my dog nuts and she finally jumped on the garage and over on to the neighbors
where a second coyote was lurking after I yelled and clapped my hands at her. Unfortunately a
neighbor's dog got eaten that week on Talmadge St that night I found out.

06-10-11

Clayton and Talmadge

It was around 7:00 p.m., the sun just set so it was dark when I walked outside of my house to
see one lone coyote; very skinny and hungry looking. We get coyotes often in this area since
there are a lot of wild cats going around from house to house. Since he was very small and
skinny, I could only assume that he was trying to find a weak cat to eat for dinner. I shooed him
from the neighbors yard across the street and he took off towards the hills. He ended up walking
in the middle of the street when someone in a Prius came up behind him, slowed and began
honking at him so he would retreat to where he came from more quickly. I see coyotes very often
in this area and love that I found out about this survey so I can report them whenever I see them!

06-14-2011

Clayton/Myra

One big coyote in the middle of the street. It was around 11:30 p.m. and he looked very healthy.

06-06-11

Griffith Park trail

11 am coyote was in middle of trail as we came around the corner. It stopped and regarded us
before going off the trail down to a water tank.

042811

In my backyard. Came down to chew on our trampoline (eating foam). Shooed
away cuz kids. Few Days prior husband tracked coyote jumping from front deck to
deck up talmadge and tracy.

approx six in morning.

05-16-11

2294 Ronda Vista Drive

7 am more or less. I think it was a male. He came out from the downhill side of my neighbor to
the south and the house next to him to the south. Stood there until a car came by when he
retreated a bit to the downhill side. Returned after the car left. I said 'shoo' to him twice and
eventually he turned and went back between the houses and, I believe, downhill.

04-13-11

1718 Hollyvista Ave (Near corner of Hollyvista Ave and DeLoz Ave.

8:10 AM Coyote was just walking down the street. He was well fed and coat was in good shape.
He looked at us and kept going where he was walking, up a driveway on DeLoz and thru a
property toward Clayton Avenue.

04-12-11

DeLoz near stairway

A little coyote - about 20 or 25 lbs. was standing in the street as I drove up. When he saw me
coming he politely got out of the way. He went up the hill about 10 feet to a flat spot, then sat
down to look at me. I stopped to look at him. He looked at me, and was still looking at me when I
drove off 30 or seconds later.

04-04-11

Holly Vista and DeLoz

I was driving down DeLoz about 12:30PM (coming back from the vet with my dog Teddy), and
saw the coyote. He (she?) was turning up Holly Vista at the corner of DeLoz.. He walked up Holly
Vista, and sauntered around the corner. He did stop to pee right at the corner! Altogether a
healthy looking animal...very nice.

04-09-11

DeLoz and Hollyvista

This morning as I opened my front door right around 8:30, there was a coyote going down Deloz
crossing Hollyvista. I called to him and he turned to see me, but he continued on his way. This
was a different coyote from the one I saw previously. Darker markings.
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10-25-11

3900 block Clayton AVe

morning, October 21st, I saw another single coyote in the same place I found the dead coyote in
August. He ran into a yard, and turned to look at me and my dog. When I shook my fist at him,
he took off. Experts say that removing coyotes from an area to get rid of them doesn't work; that
others will move into that space. I guess

03-25-11

1710 Deloz

This month saw a coyote walking up stairs at 1710 Deloz. A couple of weeks saw a coyote
walking down same stairway. Late at night. Then saw what seemed to be another coyote racing
(usually they saunter or trot) down Deloz and up Hollyvista. First coyote was still coming down
the stairs. I wanted him to leave so I could exit my car.

01-12-11

Lowry / Amesbury / Cromwell

Coyote was walking up (West) on Amesbury while I was putting out trash cans on Wednesday
night around 1030pm. He meandered up the sidewalk from Lowry then made a left onto
Cromwell. He looked rather healthy, compared to others I've seen in the area; nice thick coat of
fur, etc.

12-29-10

Hilldale Drive in La Canada, CA 91011

12:30 pm. It was a medium size coyote in the middle of the road. It ran away from us and walked
around a house to the other side. The street we were on is on top of a small hill.

12-27-10

intersection of Ronda vista place and Lyric Ave

about 8PM sole coyote showed no fear despite 2 dogs larger than it and barking at it. only ran
away when I yelled at it and then returned but headed down lyric toward St George

12/22/10

2650 N. Commonwealth Ave., Griffith Park gate. walking up toward Cedar Grove

9:30 am Lone coyote wandering forlornly from Commonwealth up along the Griffith Park side of
the fence. Walking slowly through high wet grass in a light rain.

12-12-2010

Approximately 3900 Park Place, Montrose, CA 91020

Approximately 5:45 am. I was walking my dog, we turned around and saw coyote approximately
10 feet away, standing in the sidewalk. It began to follow us, not at a run, but not walking either.
We walked away. It stopped following us for a moment when a large truck with its lights drove
down the street. Once it passed, the coyote came back, but we were already over 100 feet away.

11-16-10

2377 Lyric Ave, at the rear of our property line where sewer runs between
properties along Lyric and Ronda Vista

Approx. 10:30 a.m. in full daylight. I had our cats in our fenced off back yard area. While I was
brushing one of our cats, she was cooing and purring, possibly attracting the coyote. The cats
smelled the coyote, then we all heard rustling in the brush at the top of our hill. I saw some
leaves move, then the coyote jumped up on top of the 7 foot chain link fence and down onto our
neighbor's property. I got the cats inside safely, but they kept watch while standing on their hind
quarters and sticking their noses into the air.

De Longpre/Hyperion

At the time of this writing, I have a coyote in my yard who wont leave. We were awakened at
2:30 a.m. by what sounded like a dog barking in our yard [our own dogs sleep in the house]. Our
neighbor's two little dogs, who they leave outside, were silent. They never are: they are very
barky: I am hoping that the worst hasnot happened to them. After investigating we realized that
there were two coyotes in our yard [I have lived here for 10 years with my dogs and to my
knowledge have never had a coyote entered my yard]. After we investigated outside noisily and
with flashlights, one of the coyotes somehow got over our six foot fence and trotted down the
street. Despite throwing rocks in the direction of the coyote in our yard and shining the flashlight
on him for upwards of 45 minutes, he [or she] still won't leave. I am concerned as I have to let
my dogs out in the morning early. In any case, we are now leaving it alone and hoping he leaves
on his own [we left front gate open as well.] But at this time he is still hunkered down near the
front of our hillside yard and won't leave.

3852 Franklin Ave

At approximately 3pm a single coyote walked through my backyard. Didn't seem to be in any
hurry as it continued on into my neighbors yard and beyond.

10/10/10
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back yard of 2445 & 2449 Lyric Avenue, LA 90027

Behind my back retaining wall up the hill at 12:30 PM. He was about 12' from where I was
working. We also saw him a few days ago around 4:30 PM in my neighbors yard which adjoins
mine.

1718 Hollyvista,Los Angeles 90027

On June 27th 2010 while getting my 11lb Pomerian mix (Carson) into my car a young coyote
approached us. My dog got away from me and ran barking toward the coyote. The coyote
nabbed Carson and ran west towards Deloz about 30 feet and dropped Carson, he got him once
more and ran another 10-15 before Carson got away again and was able to get back to me. The
Coyote stood his ground and watched while I scooped up Carson. He did not leave until my very
tall neighbor threw rocks towards it. This same coyote has been showing up in the area even up
to my front door in the late night since this incident.

Rear lot behind 3930 Cumberland Avenue (headed toward cul de sac of Sunset
Drive

6:25 pm, 9/26/10; coyote looked thin but healthy. Once s/he was spotted, s/he headed
downward along an empty lot.

09/09/10

On Talmadge & Kingswell

Around 11:20pm headed towards Talmadge & Prospect

09-20-10 et

1736 HollyvistaAve.

We've been seeing them for weeks! I think they live in the empty lot behind my house.We see
them in the morning and in the afternoon. It's a family, about 4.

09-20-10

Outside 3823 Franklin heading north.

At 5.30am I looked outside and saw a coyote across the street from our house. The coyote went
through the bushes on the other side of the street, came out on their driveway to the north and
then trotted down the middle of the street heading north.

9/16-9/18/1

3904 CLAYTON AVENUE- in my back yard. It had to climb over a block wall.

The siting in my back yard was at 8:00 a.m. hen on 9/17 & 9/18 at night around 9p.m. one was
walking on Clayton Av. 3900 blk.

09/19/2010

Behind my condo on Groton Way & Basilone in Point Loma, California. Walking
along the canyon wall that is in our backyard area.

Around 6:30pm each day I saw a coyote along the fence line in the back area of our condo unit.
We have a canyon wall in our back area and there are trees and shrubs in that area. There are
stray cats that live in that area and our neighbors dog who is in an enclosed shelter was barking
at it as it came nearer to him.

10/00/10

clayton avenue

on my deck between 10pm-

09-15-10

1566 Sanborn Ave

7:30 a.m. Sitting on my couch next to sliding glass doors to my terrace. Young coyote walked
south, then walked back north. Very close to me.8:00 a.m. Two young coyotes walked north
across my terrace. I went to my sliding glass bedroom door facing north, and they were both
there. One continued on, the other was eating something and then moved on.

09/01/10

At approximately 7 A.M. I was walking east on Franklin Avenue and there on the
Shakespeare Bridge a coyote was heading eastbound ahead of me.

About two weeks ago on the 4200 block of Russell Avenue, a family was in Hawaii and the
housesitter left two small dogs outside and a coyote took both of them - happened about 12:30
A.M.

07-25-10

In 3900 block of Clayton Ave.

On Sunday around 1PM. This was the first time I have ever seen a dead coyote. He was
crumpled up against the curb. I stopped the car to see if he could be helped, but he was dead.
Flies were already buzzing around the body. I had seen this coyote several times when walking
my dogs in the morning. He was a nice looking coyote, and shy. I'm sorry I won't see him any
more.

07/18/10

Commonwealth Ave at the Griffith Park gate by the nursery

After dark two coyotes came up to our sliding glass doors to check out the cat sitting inside.
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07/05/10

Commonwealth Ave. at the Griffith Park gate by the nursery

8:00 am. Coyote walked up the hill on the park side of the fence. Near the top he came through a
hole in the fence into our yard. He came down the hill, sniffed our new flowers then went back
up the hill. He did NOT stop at the pond for water.

7-16-2010

1901 hollyvista ave

in the street 12 30 in afternoon

02212010

816 Woodridge Drive DeSoto, tx and Last week 07052010 I was walking our dog
and a vacant 9/10 acre area on Beltline road and Polk in Desoto.

The Febuary sighting was the day of the 9-12" of snow about 4pm the coyote trotted up out of a
bushy area behind our house, The July 5th was at the vacant area about 1 mile due north of our
house at a bout 7am.The coyote was not fazed in the snow the animal looked at me and trotted
due north. The coyote in the vacant lot looked at me and our dog ( rhodesian ridgeback ) the dog
did not notice the coyote.

Fri., June 2

Griffith Park Blvd. at Fountain on the Landa side.

At first light, I was driving off Fountain, up to Griffith Park Blvd. when a full grown, skinny coyote
was walking near the Landa intersection on Griffith Park Blvd. There was no traffic except my
car but the coyote was not afraid.

07-02-10

3800 block Franklin Ave

11:15 pm Large coyote standing still in street staring into shrubs. Ignored numerous barking
dogs on surrounding properties. Passing vehicle finally caused coyote to run onto and through
my property. Disappeared in the dark backyard.

06-15-10

Clayton stairway in 3900 block of Clayton Ave.

He was coming up the Clayton stairs towards the Mayview side. My dog and I were coming up
the stairs from the opposite way (the Mayview side). The minute he spotted us, he turned and
went back the other way. He was long gone by the time we reached the top of the steps.

may 1 2009

nova scotia 19 peastent street

4;30 PM i seen 2 coyotes and one more came out

03-30-10

On the Headworks Project area (which we would estimate it to be about 1 mile from
Griffith Park; specifically in the area where the water tanks are to go. It was moving
parallel to the Los Angeles River

I am a wildlife ecologist with 33 years of experience. We with with the Corp of Engineers and city
staff to conduct a wildlife habitat evaluation of the Headworks project. The coyote was also seen
by Corp staff. Time of day was about 9:00 am

02-15-10

Kings Mountain, NC I-85 and York Road

Did not see them, but heard them howl clearly during the night in the woods behind our property.
It occurred several nights for about a month Jan./Feb.

020610

Glendower Ave & Glendower Street

We see them nightly. We hear packs of 20 or more dogs every night

02-04-10

Parking lot of the Griffith Park Observatory, just outside the fence.

We got in the car at 10pm to leave the Observatory when the coyote came up the hill right up to
the fence. It looked stopped for a few seconds looking into the parking lot and headed back
down the hill

02-01-2010

Griffith Park Old Zoo area

noon in the parking lot of the old zoo and then again up in the hills above the merry-go-round.

11/15/09

Clayton Ave. stairs near Mayview

I had an encounter about 10 days ago with a coyote around 7AM while walking my dogs in the
same area near Clayton and Mayview. I thought it might be one of the offending pair. The coyote
was standing in the street close to the Clayton stairs. When he saw us, he (or she) ran into the
bushes and disappeared. My dogs just ignored him. We proceeded over the stairs, and when we
reached the other side, the coyote was standing in the middle of Clayton, about 30 feet away,
looking us over. I decided to run him off, and threw a rock at him. He immediately bolted back
into the bushes, and vanished. I always carry rocks (or lemons) with me when I walk my dogs.
Animal Services recommends carrying something to throw, and a loud whistle. Throwing rocks
works for me. I haven't bought my whistle yet.
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4778 Cromwell Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90027

10pm I was walking the dogs, the coyote did not look scared, he was in the middle of the road, I
did turn away and he keep coming towards me, not mean but somehow playful, the dogs wre
upset and barking all the time

in front of 1570 Sanborn

around 6:30AM, observes coyote on street, went up to garage and then ran in bushes by side of
house

sanborn and del mar in silverlake, also hyperion

4 times, even in broad day light, but mostly around mid night. Where do they live? come from?
amazing.

after dark

up on st.annothony st. running across the street into a yard because of the
headlights of the car

big long sorta talnose-mouth just like a coyoty bushy tail

10-20-09

Clayton Ave., just west of Mayview/Franklin

8:30AM. He crossed the street right in front of my car and stopped to watch myself and the car
behind me. I stopped the car and just watched what he would do next. He just stood on the
sidewalk. So beautiful and big. This was one of the largest coyotes I have ever seen anywhere in
So Cal.

10-09-09

3819 Clayton Avenue, LA 90027 just south of and at the intersection with Mayview.

My husband and I were returning from a walk and were just descending from the intersection of
Mayview and Clayton walking in the roadway. As we walked down the hill a coyote loped past us
to the left across our neigbors yard which is due East of our house (3819 Clayton). A blue Prius
was ascending the hill at the same town and slowed to warn us and that there was another
coyote behind him. That coyote held back on the roadway just south of our house and when we
approached the public stairs which are the North boundary to our house, it bolted into our
neighbors shrubbery (due south of our lot.) The first coyote stayed at the intersection with
Mayview in full view waiting for its "partner".

09-29-09

6:30 a.m. approximately, on the NorthWest corner of Effie and Hyperion. Just
above Sunset Junction in Silverlake. People were up and about. One only. 6:30
a.m. approximately, on the NorthWest corner of Effie and Hyperion. Young (?)
coyote standing on the sidewalk. We were passing by in our car. People were up
and about. But noone in close proximity. Seemed to be coming from the West up
Effie.

10/8/09

Franklin Ave., just east of Vermont.

One trotted from the north, across Franklin in front of my car as I was driving, followed by a
second. They were heading east on Franklin after crossing.

10/05/09

north end of Commonwealth Ave. south of Griffith Park Commonwealth Nursery in
residential back yard.

5:20 am Coyotes came down the steep hill in our backyard to drink at the pond. They walked all
around the pond sniffing for about 2 minutes. Then they trotted back up the hill where I think they
must have a den in the brush where 5 yards intersect. One was much smaller and must be a pup.

10/03/09

north end of Commonwealth in back yard south of the Commonwealth nursery in
Griffith Park

6:40 pm Dark coyote with white under his chin was howling at other coyotes across the street.
He is the same one reported 09/30/09 and sitting in the same place near the top of the slope. He
probably lives in the brush at the top. I didn't do anything. He trotted toward the hole in the fence
where he can get into the park.

10/02/09

top of Commonwealth Ave. at the Commonwealth Nursery gate

11:30 pm Coyote was sitting in the middle of the cul de sac where he could look all the way down
the street. As I walked toward him to close the park gate, he walked west toward Roosevelt golf
course and disappeared.

09/30/09

Commonwealth Ave. at Griffith Park gate, south of nursery

9:00 am Dark colored coyote was standing at the top of the hill in back yard howling at
something in the street below. When I walked up the hill toward him, he quickly slipped under the
fence into Griffith Park where he sat and watched me.

08-05-09
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07/23/09

Franklin and Hollyvista

Approx 9am - My Daughter saw the Coyote with a cat in it's mouth.

09/25/09

Commonwealth-Los feliz gate

Seemed harmless I see them all the time.

06-26-09

corner of Cerro Gordo & Valentine Street 90026

Probably around 10PM he was darting out of the street when we turned from Cerro Gordo to
Valentine Street

06-26-09

on a trial close to the marry go round in Griffith Park

it was 8:45 pm and it looked like a larg coyote it was hiding in the brush next to a tree I kept my
tactical ligth on him and it folowed us true the brush as we made are way to the Parking lot

Intersection of Kenilworth Ave and bright lane

I was walking my dog and turned around just as a smallish coyote was walking by me. My dog
did not see the coyote but there were several groups that I subesequently passed going south on
Kenilworth, that had also seen him.

06-21-09

Dundee Place and southern boundary of Griffith Park on the ridge just south of
Cedar Grove

The coyote howled for about 20 minutes at 10:00 am. He was just inside the park fence near
some shrubs.

06-19-09

Road entrance to merry-go-round parking lot.

Were driving out of the parking lot, saw the coyote straight ahead towards the trail entrance.
Approximately 8:40 pm.

06-16-09

Hollywood Blvd and Alexandria Ave.

It was about 1:45am. He was crossing Hollywood, going north toward the hills. He was skittish.

06-12-09

At my home 3976 Prospect Ave LA 90027

At Approx. 3 am my dogs responded to noise. Coyote was spotted through the window trying to
get in the Backyard! Yikes my husband scremed! The Coyote ran! Dogs went nuts, Neighbors
were probably upset with the noise. Thanks!

05/16/09

2648 N. Commonwealth Ave t entrance to Griffith Park

7:30 am One coyote was in our back yard rummaging around in leaves under an oak tree. When
I chased him up the hill, he was joined by another coyote at the top of the hill. They ducked out a
hole in the fence near Dundee Place and into the park.

05/04/09

2650 N. Commonwealth Ave. at the cul de sac at the Commonwealth Nursery

7:00 pm The coyote walked from the Roosevelt Golf Course and paused at the top of the cul de
sac to survey his domain. He then sauntered in the gate of the Commonwealth Nursery.

4/01/09

Intersection of Los Feliz Blvd. & Edgemont St.

10:00 pm. The single coyote ran across Los Feliz Blvd. from north to south at Edgemont. He
crossed on the green light! Smart guy!

03-15-09

8600 block of Appian Way

3/19/09

In the parking lot at the bottom of the trails that lead up to the Observatory (further
into the park past the Trails Cafe).

The coyote was hanging around the undergrowth at the edge of the parking lot and across the
street on the trails that run alongside the road. It came into the parking lot and would approach
cars if they slowed down when they got close to it. As I drove out of the parking lot, it was
standing in the middle of the exit. I slowed as I went past it and began to roll down my window a
few inches. As I did this, it moved towards the car. I rolled up the window and drove off. I
observed other motorists do the same thing. It seemed obvious that the coyote was begging for
food. I'm not familiar with coyote physiology but this one did seem to be a bit thin but otherwise
in good shape (shiny coat, no matting, baldness, etc.).

03/15/09

Commonwealth Ave. at entrance to Griffith Park (south of the nursery)

Evening. They scratched and bit at the sliding glass door to the living room to try to get at my
cat. They dragged the door mat out onto the lawn, wrestled on the grass and took a short nap.

walking up to the observatory on the path below it

02-19-09

502 South Gardner Drive, Orange, CA 92866

Saturday, October 01, 2016

I saw the coyote at 5:58am today as I was out walking my dog. It looked like a young coyote.
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02-17-09

Live Oak View Ave & Hill Dr in 90041

1

2-12-09

Ronda Vista Dr & Radio Walk

7:30AM, healthy looking, saw me (50 feet away), paid me no mind, walked down RV toward St.
George St.

02/02/2000

At the Old Zoo picnic area.

Around 14:30 several coyotes were wondering around and one came within feet although we had
gotten in the car by then in the parking lot below the restrooms located up the path from Old Zoo
Park. They seemed comfortable around humans. There were small dogs on leashes in the
arear and we warned the owners who semed unaware of the coyotes presence. They were
scattered about and two remained up on the hill looking down on us.

01/22/09

Kengsington road and Laveta Terrace - Echo park area

approx 7pm ,running around like it didnt know were to go

01/16/2009

Ferndale Park

12:45 was on the road......

1/6/09

franklin ave. and radio walk

11:15 am, coyote trotting up hill, did not look as ragged as the one i usually see

12-30-08

2478 Lyric Avenue, LA, CA, 90027

early morning...like 12:30 am-ish. LOTS of crazy howling / barking on street. Looked out front
window and caught tail end of some sort of animal walking very slowly by the house...too scared
to go outside to get better look. Saw skinny brownish legs disappear up the street...seemed like
it might be a coyote. Our medium sized dog was going ballistic, as were many other dogs on the
street.

12/5/08

3930 Franklin Ave. (intersection of Holly Vista)

An adult coyote moved from the street into the shrubbery as my car approached. This is the
third time in the past few months that I've seen a coyote in this precise location.

12/02/2008

At the northeast corner of Hillhurst Ave. & Ambrose Ave. (in front of the parking lot
to the Chinese Restaurant).

Saw the coyote at 11:55 pm on Tuesday, 12/2/08. I was driving north on Hillhurst and turning
east on Ambrose right at that corner. When the car lights shined into his eyes he stopped for a
minute. After I turned, I lost him. I live on that block of Ambrose and I'm concern since I have
cats. I hurried home to get the cats in the house just in case the coyote would come down this
street.

11-14-08

Western Canyon Road, north of Fern Dell

around 1 pm. Single coyote walking casuallu up middle of road. No fear of humans or cars. I had
to briefly stop because it was in my way, waited a couple of minuites, it just stood there in road
looking at me. It looked pretty younf, could have 'grown up' during period road was closed off
after the big fire

Mineral Wells picnic area

Saturday 11/15, 6:40 p.m. Coyote was smaller than usual- young? Also two deer browsing on the
east side of the picnic area, unmolested.

11-02-08

South end of Zoo parking lots

about 7:00 pm

10-17-08

Commonwealth Ave & Griffith Park boundary

8:30 am Coyotes were bedded down in the ground cover on the steep sloped in our back yard. I
chased them up the hill and out the hole in the fence. The 4 coyotes trotted along the path into
the Park below Cedar Grove and above the nursery.

10/07/08

Lyric ave near Marshall High

Sad coyote with what looks like mange

10-03-08

Griffith park

one coyote was walking around while the second one was laying down, the time was about 5:30

Erik Sturm 2629 Velarde Drive, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360. Was visiting the Griffith
Observatory on 09-24-2008 I howled at him and returned the gesture(No Kidding)

Griffith Observatory on 09-24-2008 I howled at him and returned the gesture(No Kidding)He was
running on the sidewalk

Saturday, October 01, 2016
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09-10-08

2650 N. Commonwealth Av

08-03-08

Upper Merry-go-round parking lot

9:00 - 9:45 pm 4 adults and 2 pups. 1 pup appeared quite small, the other was a "teenager."
They went back and forth from the brush above, to the parking lot, down to a lower parking lot.
They ignored us and we were fascinated by their activities. The middle-sized one looked over the
guard rail to observe something in the lot below. Mom maybe? This area was clearly their turf.

08-05-08

Along zoo drive, between freeway and traveltown museum

one coyote, every morning 'round 8:30/9am he sits at the park or walks along the gravel area.

07-27-08

6312 planada ave., los angeles, ca 90042/ave 64

my 2 dogs started barking and when i looked at the window i saw 3 coyotes at my neigbors in
front of our house.

07-08-08

902 n. Third st, Burbank ca 91502

About 2:00 am, saw the coyote running past Burbank High School. I followed him (trying to snap
a photo) in my car, through residential streets, he seemed to be making his way NE toward the
hills, but I lost him in residential area.

07/01/2008

On zoo drive just west of victory

I have seen this coyote every morning for the past three weeks. I cut through this small section
of the park and it is always there standing by the side of the road. Today I decided to pull over
and take a picture of the coyote. It came running right up to my car. I can only assume people
have been feeding it. I don't think it will hurt anyone but I'm worried it might get hurt.

06-28-08

crystal springs drive and off street. Parking lot near merry go round.

We saw 1 cayote just hanging out in the parking lot. Very calm. Healthy looking. We left and
heard a pack of screaming coyotes on griffith park drive in between 5 S/N fwy and Los feliz

3885 franklin ave

9am walking down the street then in between homes was going in a northwest direction

062008

garfield ave colonia, n.j.

06/19/08

at the entrance to the park near Victory

it was 8am. I thought it was a dog at first. It ran out into the street in front of the car in front of me
and then contenued down the street. It seemed to have no fear of the people, cars, anything. the
next day around 7am I saw what I beleive the be the same Coyote in the same spot sitting by the
side of the road.

06-21-08

Griffith Park Drive and Mineral Wells Road

The sighing occurred at approximate 7:30PM. The coyote were rummaging through trash, one
appeared to be carrying a food bag.

06-22-08

1923 Fern Hollow Dr Diamond Bar, CA 91765 - backyard

Early Sunday morning, approximately 7:30 am. I checked my dog first inside the garage and I
saw that he was still sleeping so I decided not to let him out of my backyard. I went out to my
backyard and decide to water the plants since the temperature the day before was about 103oF.
As I was moving around my backyard and I took the hose and started watering the plants. I
heard movements on the south side of my background. The noise was coming behind my fence
by my neighbors. I hesitated to turn because I was afraid and then I heard more movements to I
turned around. I saw an animal looks like a dog but ugly. From his back I thought he was a deer.
He moved very quickly and ran towards down the hills. I ran inside the house. Maybe we scared
each other. It confirmed my husbands and I theory because we have been seeing wild rabbit
remains outside the fence in our backyard.

6/05/2008

5530 green oak drive

6/15/08

Fern Dell rd/Observatory rd at Griffith Park

Coyote emerged from tree line. Walked into street. Strolled around for at least 10 minutes,
walking back and forth before I lft.

05-29-08

Parking lot in front of LA Zoo

9:30 pm. Coyote was eating trash on the ground (not in a trash can).
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05-19-2008

Griffith Park (Canyon Drive entrance)

There were 5 coyotes next to the parking lot, crossing the road. They looked really thin and it
seemed they were looking for water/food.

05/25/08

Near the merry-go-round parking lot

There were to coyotes atttacking a dog. The two coyotes were on the west side of a contstruction
fence along with the dog and the dog later escaped under the fence to the east and down the
road were he met up with his owner. The dog had minor wounds and the coyotes did not pursuit
it. It was about 10:30 pm

04/31/08

Minerals Well Rd and Griffith Park Dr.

At about 10:15 pm we (me and Family)were driving and saw some coyotes in a pack ganging up
on a deer.

01-14-08

Our backyard, Porter Ranch, Porter Valley Drive and Rinaldi St.

05-08-08

Commonwealth Cayon across the road north of Roosevelt Golf Course

05-06-08

2650 N. Commonwealth Ave

05-02-08

2650 N. Commonwealth Avenue

11:30 am Two coyotes relaxing in the little scrub next to the road that was not burned by the fire.
One appeared to be a nursing mother. The other had a very scrawny tail.

900 Block Tufts Ave., Burbank

Apparently a mother and her pup about 10 a.m. playing on a front lawn. Didn't run as is typical of
coyotes in the area.

120106

Avenel and Rowena

1 AM One seemed to be scouting, but the other, slightly smaller one was curious about me. We
were across a small street from each other. He didn't make any move towards me at all, but
when I turned to watch him, he stopped and raised his head in a totally non-threatening way. It
was so funny when the other coyote, who never looked at me directly, pushed his muzzle against
the other one's to turn it straight ahead, as if to say, "Keep moving, buddy."

030108

Waverly and Avenel, Silver Lake.

Single coyote at about 2 AM, 2 nights in a row, same exact place on street. I was concerned
because I like to see 2 at a time, as it helps them stay safe and also hunt. He was small, might
be a young one.

04-05-08

I saw a pretty healthy grown coyote at the intersection of Griffith Park Blvd. and
Fountain Ave. at 6:30AM. He turned onto Fountain off GPB and proceeded down to
Hyperion. I was gong in the opposite direction, and only saw him for a few seconds.
He was in a hurry.

I saw a pretty healthy grown coyote at the intersection of Griffith Park Blvd. and Fountain Ave. at
6:30AM. He turned onto Fountain off GPB and proceeded down to Hyperion. I was gong in the
opposite direction, and only saw him for a few seconds. He was in a hurry.
One large dark grey or brown coyote at the intersection of Taft Ave and Foothill Blvd. Coyote
then ran up Morgan Hill Drive.

Effie Street and Hyperion Avenue

02-28-08

mid way to the griffith observatory.

03-03-08

On Crystal Springs Drive next to the Park Ranger Office. The coyote crossed the
road from the west and headed south on the northbound paved road.

8:45 pm. It was quite dark and I wasn't sure it was a coyote, it could have been a dog, but it was
moving pretty fast and comfortably.

1-19-08

4537 AVOCADO ST., LA 90027

It was about 4:30 in the morning. I was in my front yard letting my dog out to pee and the coyote
trotted by, silently.

01-12-08

Alexandria Avenue

It was about 6 pm, a single coyote was walking on the sidewalk on Alexandria
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01-14-08

Alexandria Avenue and Finley Avenue

It was about 9 pm, a single coyote was walking on the sidewalk on Alexandria, walked into the
middle of the street and onto Finley.

010608

3 coyotes running up Glendower Ave and headed into Glendower Place

3

12-26-07

Lisa Lane and Dearborn in Redlands, CA

My Mom and I were walking our 2 chihuahuas at approximately 2:10 pm when a neighbor called
out from behind a fence that he had just seen a coyote going after a cat. He warned that we
should watch our dogs. So I yelled to my Mom and we began to make our way home. Well sure
enough, I began looking down the lanes of our housing community and I saw the coyote trotting
away from us out toward the street. I told my mom "There it is!" so we both picked up our dogs
and quickly made our way to our house.

121407

4730 crystal springs drive, Los Angeles , CA. 90027

Around mid-day, while parking our car near the tennis courts, we spotted two coyotes stalking
one of two dogs being walked by their owner, a middle-aged woman.

12-12-07

At the Rowena Reservoir, inside the fence at the water

It was 6AM and the 4 Coyotes were together, all inside the fence at the reservoir and walking
along the water line.

11/03/07

cumberland ave between Sanbor & Myra

A coyote walked up on my patio next to my office door which was wide open. It walked past the
door to a spot my cat frequently rests at. I yelled at it and it ran away. Appx. 1:00AM

11-09-07

On exiting the 5 Southbound at Los Feliz, in the angle of the park that the exit ramp
cuts off

Smallish, thin coyote crossing the exit road eastbound (nowhere to go!) Approximately 11:20 p.m.

11-9-07

On the corner of Rowena & Griffith Park Blvd.

I saw the coyote at about 6:50 pm. He was crossing the street at Griffith Park Blvd. heading east
on Rowena.

10/18/07

i seem them at least once a week!...2920 waverly dr. los angeles, ca 90038

i usually see 1 to 3 together. they seem to be very wary of me and will flee, as soon as they
check me out. last week one ran up the hill with a large cat in its mouth.

Los Feliz Blvd. and Hobart

I was walking my dog and two coyotes came out and stalked us.

2330 Lyric Avenue--across the street from this address--in the empty lot/hillside

8:50pm--returning home from dinner on foot, we heard the coyotes before we saw them They
were yiping and yaying to the sound of firetruck sirens on Hyperion...then we saw five of them on
the hillside...pretty healthy looking, one had a bad leg.

2630 n. vermont ave. entrance of park

midnight

9/23/07

8021 Via Latina Burbank 91504

I was driving home from church about 11:00 am, I was on Cabrini Dr. going toward Cabrini Park
and he was trotting up the sidewalk not running away from the car, just having a Sunday stroll.
When he got to the park he disappeared into the bushes and went up the side of one of the hills
surrounding the park.

6/3/07

3800 block of Clayton Ave.

I was leaving my house around 6:45AM. A small coyote was in the driveway two doors from my
driveway. He stared at me as I drove by.

9/17/07

talmadge st and sunset dr

5:30 am

9/28/07
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8/15/07

4151 Cromwell Avenue at the intersection of Richland Avenue.

I heard a rustling in the fallen leaves on the hillside in front of our home that sounded like human
footsteps. I went out to investigate and was startled to see a large male coyote pouncing at some
kind of prey. I instinctively yelled loudly and then, as startled by my presence, he immediately
leaped and ran away until he was about 30 feet from where I stood. He then turned around,
stood there and looked at me for about half a minute. I turned to re-enter the house for safety
because this was a very LARGE coyote. I was behind an iron fence, but feel a coyote of this side
could have easily jumped it! I continued to listen for signs of him once indoors. He did not
resume hunting and I could hear him move off, in a westerly direction until he got down on the
parkway median on the street. From there he headed west on Cromwell.

8/12/07

At the intersection of Cromwell Avenue and Richland Avenue

The coyotes were in the middle of the street at about 10pm at night. One of the coyotes was
calling out in their familiar yelp-bark call to others. I was able to watch at least one other coyote
join them to make for a total of three, but then they began to move off in an easterly direction
down Cromwell out of view. A single coyote but as many as five coyotes often congregate in this
area -- often around this same time in the evenings. I'd estimate their visits to be on an interval
of every 10 to 12 days.

7/14/07

4151 Cromwell Avenue, at the corner of Richland Avenue

Sitting just off a terraced walkway leading from my home to the street; Cromwell Avenue. The
coyote was hidden in light hillside brush and was startled, jumped up and ran across the street
upon seeing me approach with my dog.

In my backyard at 2517 ABerdeen Avenue

He or she comes in the morning, between 9am - 915am. We have a small puppy (10 lbs) and
he's looking for a snack. He peaks in on a ledge that is in our yard, overlooking our pool and
garden. He's looking for our dog. When he doesn't find him, he goes away quickly

8/8/07

Backyard of 3985 Prospect Av. Nearest cross street is Sanborn Av.

Healthy male adult coyote. 9:00 a.m.

7/1/07

Dundee near the island park

two Alsatians and a small Jack Russell Terrior chased the coyote up into the park. The brazen
coyote went to the top of the hill and howled at us for twenty minutes, gloating.

8/1/07

Commonwealth Ave. & Ambrose Ave. @ 7:30 am

At about 7:30 am I saw a Coyote. He ran down Commonwealth from Ambrose Ave. (where I first
spotted him) to Price Street. suddenly I saw he had an animal in his mouth. I didn't know if the
animal was dead or alive. I stopped and yelled at the coyote until he dropped the animal. It was
a cat, that was dead. I took the cat and notified the owner from the information on the cat tag.
The cat lived on that block of Price Street. Cat was returned to owner. I have lived in Los Feliz
for over 30 years. I've seen more coyotes in the last 2 months (since the Griffith Park fire), then I
had seen the 30 years before.

7/14/07

Our cleaning woman said she saw two brown coyotes in our backyard. My neighbor
has also seen them. I think that these coyotes hang out in our back hill.

I am not sure what time of day the coyotes were spotted. Sometime betwee 11 and 1 p.m. on the
14-July.

7/7/07

The backyard at 2111 Hollyvista and adjacent backyards between the Sanborn
deadend and Hollyvista

From the back of my house at the corner of Franklin and St. George, I observed between one
and four coyotes near the bottom of the steep backyard hillside at 2111 Hollyvista. The sightings
were especially in the early morning hours and late evening. I had assumed a pair of coyotes
had established a den there, but in late evening, and using a powerful spotlight, I saw
unmistakably four individidual animals, all apparently full-grown and forming a pack of some
sort. My initial sighting was 7/4, when I saw one or two coyotes at the above location but also in
my neighbor's and my own backyards at 3962 and 3966 Franklin.
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6/25/07

Intersection of Hoover Street and Monmouth.

7/1/07

Griffith Park Blvd X Los Feliz. This was on Griffith Park Blvd, a few yards up hill. I
believe, I saw 2. But my friends saw one and maintain that it was only one. It could
be only one, but I strongly feel there were two of them.

6/3/07

Winona & Los Grandes Way

They were heading south on Winona

Griffth Park Blvd between St George and Hyperion

A small dark grey shy animal trotting away from me and my dog. The dog did not see it. It was
03:30 AM

corner of St. George and Franklin

7:30 AM, single healthy looking coyote walked across Franklin Ave and sauntered down the
stairs at De Loz. showed no anxiety or concern about humans

Location: Bates & Sunset Drive, on the southwest corner

(The date is approximate, I didn't think to enter it at the time). Coyotes appeared to be a mother
and 2 pups, they were crossing Sunset Drive looking in the yards on the south side of street, just
to the west of Bates (I was in my car). They were seen at about 1:30AM

6/1/07

Sighting on Prospect Av. on the 3900 block. Was coming up Prospect Av. The
Prospect Walk when sighted. Passed by me on the street in front of our home at
3946 Prospect Av. Last seen entering 3943 Prospect Av. toward the backyard.

The coyote was a healthy male. He was just walking up Prospect Av. Time was 7:15 p.m.

04-17-07

Crystal Springs Rd. Griffith Park in picnic area near Griffith Park Dr.

I was driving to Los Feliz Blvd. on Crystal Springs Dr. a Dr.nd saw the coyote in the picnic area
by GP Dr. I pulled over to see what condition he was in. He looked hungry, and moved a step
towards the car looking for a handout. I drove off.

4-14-07

On Hollyvista at intersection with Franklin Ave.

I was driving toward Franklin from my home on Deloz. It was about 7:15. Coyote was headed
south on Hollyvista. He/She was lmost tobacco color with black.

02-12-2007

W. Silver Lake Dr. South of Balmer

Saw coyote walking down the middle of W. Silver Lake Dr. this morning just S. of Balmer. I
honked and it trotted out of the road.

02-14-07

Golf Course in Griffith Park

9:00 pm nightime, we were driving pass the golf course when we saw the coyote staring at our
car.

03-21-07

on rout 30 by wallgreens

about 7:00 at night

3/25/07

1516 highland Blvd Hayward ca

sunday 25 of march 2007. My dog and i where working in my backyard. Around 4pm we saw a
young coyote, around 10 months old. There is a creek between my yard and the old abandon
rock quarry off Carlos Bee.The coyote looked up at us and ran into the creek. It was very exciting!

3/25/2006

I saw 2 coyotes in Griffith Park right by the tennis courts around the Merry Go
Round.

I was in the park with my 20 month old toddler in his stroller making my way to Shane's
Inspiration. The two coyotes seemed to have come down from the hill around the tennis court.
One of them actually crossed the street to go towards the baseball park there. No one else
seemed to notice them except for a couple walking their dogs. Everyone else continued to jog,
play, etc.

08-15-06

Holly Knoll Drive at Wanda, Los Feliz

Saw coyote eating a skunk at about 10:00 pm.

02-22-07

Monon, just south of Holly Knoll Drive, in Los Feliz

Saw 1 coyote running south on Monon at about 7:30 pm.

6/13/07

Saturday, October 01, 2016

I first thought it was a stray dog, but it was clearly different looking. I stared at it and thought it
was a fox. The animal started following me. Every time I looked back at it, it pretended as if its
doing something else and turned. I then started walking on the busy Hoover street after which it
stopped following me. It was just before noon.
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02-15-07

Holly Knoll Drive, just west of Myra, in Los Feliz

Saw 1 coyote walking slowly thru yard across the street, then noticed 3 other coyotes sniffing
around in the yard 2 doors down. Approx. 8:00 pm

02-12-07

On West Silver Lake Drive Just South of Balmer

About 9:30 AM, one lone Coyote trotting down the middle of the road. I honked, and it moved to
the sidewalk.

1/26/07

corner of st. george & griffith park blvd.

coyote was running down middle of street, east on st. george

01/25/2007

I was walking down the main hiking path from the Observatory towards Fern Dell by
the flood control dams.

As I was walking down the fire road adjacent to the flood control barriers (parallel to Ferndell
road), I was startled by 2 animals coming out of the bushes approximately 50 yards in front of
me. They stopped in the middle of the fireroad -- they were travelling across it. One of them
looked directly at me while the other looked ahead. Ten to twenty seconds passed. I looked
away so as not to appear threatening. The coyotes continued their journey up the hill
perpendicular to the fire road. It was 5:15 pm.

01-04-07

On Mulholland Hwy where it connects to Mt. Lee Drive. I was on a bicycle.

Apx. 6:30-7:00 pm, it was misting with dense fog. I was on Mulholland Hwy where it connects to
Mt. Lee Drive. I was attempting to continue on Mulholland (it turns to a dirt road) and this apx. 40
lbs coyote was following me... I'm pretty sure it was a Coyote, I could hear what I thought were
nails clattering on the asphalt (it was foggy, visibility limited to about 20'). I mistakenly started up
Mt. Lee and had to turn around. Coyote followed me. I went to Mullholland toward the fire road
part. Coyote followed me. I decided it was too dark and didn't want to deal with being followed,
so I turned around toward Mulholland again. Coyote followed. I never felt threatened exactly, but
I did stop 3-4 times and yelled in its direction and made noises, yet it changed course with me 34 times and followed again, both with me walking and riding my bike. Finally, I threw an A-frame
white hazzard sign in its direction (there is a some construction going on along that road), made
some loud yells, and got on my bike and tried to distance it by peddaling fast. By the time I got
the Mulholland gate park entrance I could no longer hear not see what I'm PRETTY SURE (not
100% sure) was a coyote.

12-9-06

Lyric Ave

Approx 11am. He/she was up on a hill. We watched each other for a minute or two. He/she
wandered into the brush out of site. I saw a coyote in the same location 3 years ago.

09-11-06

3800 block Clayton near the stairs

Walking Bootsie and saw our coyote buddy near the stairs where we cross over to Clayton.
Bootsie as usual just ignored him. He turned up the drive-way by the stairs and was gone in a
flash. I am pretty fond of this guy now, and hope he will be OK.

08-25-06

3900 block of Clayton near Mayview.

My favorite neighborhood was back after 2 weeks. It was 6:10AM and as usual I was walking my
dog Bootsie. Mr Coyote was lounging on the steps in a neighbor's yard. When he saw us, he
lazily got up and moved out of sight. I hope this guy will be safe and find enough rodents in the
area to survive. we have plenty of rats and mice around.

08-09-06

Clayton Ave. near Mayview intersection.

My friend the local coyote was standing in the middle of the street and watched me and my dog
Bootsie coming towards him. I threw as rock towards him, and he turned and sauntered off
towards Mayview. He had disappeared when we got to the stairs. He is a regular now around
here.

08-08/06

3900 Block of Clayton Ave.

This coyote looks healthy and is hanging out around here. When he saw my dog and I he
disappeared into a neighbors yard. My dog Bootsie just ignores them now.

07-30-06

Young coyote on Mayview near Clayton Ave.

Early morning. Saw him walking on Mayview

10/08/06

Mayview and Clayton

Approx. 8pm n addition to this sighting, about 6 weeks ago a Coyote killed and consumed my
cat!! I was out of town, but was given the info via a neighbor.
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09-28-06

crystal springs drive, just after parking lot entrance to merry go round

1:30 pm coyote came down from mountain and stood on grass and was observing the area.
Coyote stayed for over 30 minutes

09-26-06

From my balcony. Could see 10+ and hear the calls of many more.
chrislloyd@gmail.com

10pm and 3am every night in Bronson canyon very close to homes

08-15-06

Ronda Vista Drive and Radio Walk. in the middle of the intersection. 30 feet from
my car where I was putting things in the trunk.

I was leaving for work about 8:15 AM. The coyote was walking as though turning from Ronda
Vista to Radio Walk. The coyote saw me and stopped in the middle of the intersection. I looked
at the coyote and the coyote looked at me. It then turned around and went down Ronda Vista Dr
towards St George St. The coyote was not plump, but it looked in much better conditon than the
scrawny coyotes in Joshua Tree National Park near Jumbo Rocks campground. The coyotes
there have patchy fur. This coyte's coat did not have missing tufts and looked healthy.

08-17-06

1346 Lucile Ave Los Angeles, 90026

2 coyotes behind our house - sighted at 7:30 am and they lingered until at least 9am

07-11-06

1346 Lucile Ave Los Angeles, 90026

Coyote was trotting down Lucile Ave on sidewalk then in the road - headed away from Sunset
(south). Approx time was 8pm.

08-05-06

figueroa terrace & white knoll, los angeles, ca 90012

8:30 p.m.

Our backyard at 2636 Lake Hollywood Dr 90068

Twice in one week, once there was one and yesterday 7/24 there were 2. They wander down our
back hill and across our lawn. Both times were early evening between 5 and 7p.

07-14-2006

Franklin and Commonwealth

Around 3:30 a.m.- maybe later. You won't believe this one...I was sitting on my front porch and
saw a neighbor's cat crossing the street towards my direction. It was then that I realized that this
cat was walking right toward a coyote. The coyote looked at the cat and then cat continued to
trot after the coyote. The coyote trotted away from the cat, heading south on commonwealth. I
frantically yelled for the cat to return. The coyote eventually went on its way. I don't know if
these two were friends, or the coyote was full or just dumb. saw another coyote in the same
area a couple of months ago, as well.

05-30-06

In the 3800 block of Clayton Ave.

I was walking my dog and saw Mr. Coyote up down the street near Mayview Ave. He watched
me as I rounded the corner and started to walk up the street towards him/her. He turned around
and disappeared around the corner. My dog didn't seem to notice, though she is usually very
alert to other animals. We continued on our walk and didn't see the coyote again.

07-20-00

6004 baywood ave. baltimore, md. 21209

I saw five very large animals resembling wolves around 3:30am. They ran out of the woods that
is adjacent to my house. They were strolling on my front lawn. They were walking like they had
no care in the world. They were quite oblivious to their suroundings. They were grayish in color.
They were all identical. They were huge! bigger then me over 100 lbs with stout noses and
spooky eyes.

6-20-06

west forest lucus

wihteis and the and brown at nught

06-15-06

4151 Cromwell Avenue

A single coyote, just before dusk, walking on the south side of the street / sidewalk and headed
in a westerly direction

05-29-06

1930 Middlebury Dr, Aurora, IL

12:10AM, Coyote came running from the neighborhood playground/park/pond area chasing a
rabb it. The small park is in the middle of a urban area. There are very few trees and bushes.

05-06-06

san marino ave / california blvd

Coyote crossed street, then moved into residential area.
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04-30-06

Los Feliz Blvd at Riverside. On the green between the fountain and the tennis
courts.

2am. 2 coyotes 20 feet apart, at right angles to each other, both loping slowly forwards towards
each other. looked like they were combing the area for food, but hadn't caught scent of anything
at that moment.

04-24-06

They were going down Liberty St. towards Scott Ave. in Echo Park. There were two
of them. It was so cool. It was between midnight and 1.

It was between midnight and one, I believe it was a weekend. We we parked facing down on the
west side of Liberty, they were traveling down towards Scott and Sunset on the East side. One
and then a few feet behind the other. They were using the sidewalk.

04-06-06

2000 Hollyvistta Ave.

03/26/2006

Franklin Ave at Rhonda Vista

Approx. 7:00 PM coyote was on the west side of franklin looking in shrubs. When the coyote
spotted us he went the opposite direction.

3/20/06

2020 sanborn ave / elia school

i see them from time to time as i live across from the school- which is where some LIVE. always
at dusk. there are holes in the fence in which they crawl through. i hear them howl at night
sometimes- not as bad as when i lived in beachwood canyon (where i heard around 20 or so
everynight). but they are here.

03-14-06

between 4325 and 4335 Cedarhurst Circle

At 11:30 this evening, I heard a noise while putting something out for my neighbor and saw the
lone coyote moving away (westwardly) from my house. I suspect it was attracted to my
neighbor's food that she puts out for all the critters. On past ocassions, there have been coyotes
in my backyard as well where I've also discovered their scat, but since I did not know of your
survey, didn't report those events. I will try to make note of future sightings.

03-01-06

4 coyotes at Waverly and Rowena heading up the hill.

sunset

03-07-06

Intersection of Prospect, Melbourne, and DeLoz

At approximately 7:30 a.m. I was leaving for work. As I drove down the DeLoz incline from
Hollyvista Ave. to Prospect, I saw a coyote walking north on De Loz at the DeLoz-ProspectMelbourne intersectioin. As my car approached, it ducked behind the bushes bordering the front
yard of a house on the north-west corner of DeLoz and Melbourne. It was a young-looking
coyote, not quite fully grown.

3/6/06

3880 Franklin Ave.

The coyote was walking across the patio which is on the downside of my hillside home. This
happens several times a week. I shout and throw rocks and the animal runs through bushes and
down to the street below. My actions only scare the animal away but he/she is back a few days
later.

03-03-06

Driving up the back street behind the 2000 Block of Cerro Gordo Street 90039. At
about 6:30 pm.

It jetted out in front of my car and ran part way up the hillside and stood about 20 feet away from
my car. He was very comfortable with me, perhaps hoping to be fed. I had leftovers and wanted
to toss him some but I didn't want to encourage it even if other people do. He stared at me and
didn't scamper away until I started hitting my car door. Even then, he stayed within the area.

02-02-06

286 west main rd portsmouth,r.i. 02871

hit and killed at willow st. portsmouth,r.i.02871 0530hrs

02-04-06

2377 Lyric Avenue Los Angeles. CA 90027

One coyote was sighted at about 6:00 pm on February 4, 2006 in the middle of the street at 2377
Lyric Avenue. The coyote was alone and looked very healthy.

03-15-05

Corner of Lexington and Madison.

We saw the coyote at around 9pm running across the intersection. It ran into the empty lot south
of Lexington on Madison.
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12/04/05

Kingswell & Commonwealth Ave.

It was on Sunday morning,12/4/05 at apx 7 am. I first saw it walking down Kingswell Ave.
(between Hillhurst & Commonwealth Ave). It continued all the way down Kingswell until it
deadends at ABC Prospect Studios, at Talmadge Ave. It turned south on Talmadge then west on
Prospect to Myra. Then went south on Myra. I lost it then.

11-15-05

Radio Street and Franklin Ave. 90027

About 2-3 P.M. Strolling on Radio Street toward Ronda Vista Drive. It had just jumped out from
some hillside shrubs. It stopped when it saw a woman and her young child. They went into their
garage and the coyote ran south on RVD. About once a week these animals are in the area-one each, not a pack. I've also seen them going down Radio Walk late at night.

11-13-05

At intersection of De Loz and Clayton Ave.

Around noon I was driving up Clayton and at the De Loz intersection spied a coyote. He turned
down DeLoz to avoid my car, and was facing another car coming to the intersection from DeLoz.
He jumped up onto the driveway of the house there, and sped away down their driveway. I have
seen him before on Clayton. He is very wary of humans, and avoided me - and my car.

12-03-05

Radio Street and Franklin Ave

3 P.M. as it came out of a residents bushes near Radio Walk.

12-04-05

LILA school parking lot/soccer field, parallel to 2000 sanborn ave.

a pair of young and haggard looking coyotes at 9 am on a sunday morning...wandering the
propery of LILA

11/28/05

inside Griffith Park on the trail just up hill from the corral entrance to the Sunset
stables

i was walking down the hill as two coyotes were about to go over the side (off the trail back into
the bushes) but one saw me and stood and froze...i did the same thing. it was dusk, the sun had
recently set and it was getting dark, so at first i thought they were just dogs. it was about 5:25
pm.

11-24-05

2372 Lyric Ave

6:00 AM walking my dogs. the critter was eating food someone had left out for cats or maybe
coyotes. who knows why people do dumb things like that. The coyote showed no fear despite
me having large dogs

11-19-05

1600 Blk of Laurel Ave Also ran into another on Selma Street travelling east from
Laurel Ave.

The first time I we were walking our dogs and spotted the 1st about 2 weeks ago at 11:30PM at
Selma & Laurel Ave. The second time was tonight at 12:15PM on the 1600 Blk of Laurel Ave.

11-15-05

Finley and Commonwealth

A small female or juvenile was trotting in the middle of the street east on Finley, turned north on
Commonwealth and then turned west on Ambrose, heading back to Hillhurst. We followed the
coyote as it moved east on Ambrose, crossing Commonwealth and eventually proceding east on
Cedarhurst. We first spotted the coyote around 11:10 PM.

every day

At the very end of Griffith Park Blvd. (north end)

Every Night between sunset and midnight or so. They hang out at the end of Griffith Park Bl. and
eat scraps that people take to them and leave bowls of food out. I did see a guy on Griffith Park
and Huxley give one coyote multiple food items then went back in the house and gave the coyote
a white plastic bag with styrofoam food container inside tied up and all, the next day the bag was
shredded at the deadend of GPB where the park trail starts. Always at the least one coyote at
night, usually they seem to be paired up 2 or 3 together the other day I saw a pack of 5 on the
corner of Los Feliz Blvd. and Riverside Drive in front of the Pool. Yes, quite of few of my
neighbors think they are the cutest things and feed them almost daily.

10-27-05

Intersection of De Loz, Prospect and Melbourne.

Last Thursday around 7:30 pm I saw 3 coyotes (very healthy ones) at the corner of De Loz,
Prospect & Melbourne. I tried to chase them away as they were on the front lawn of a family
who has a young child. They were not phased by my honking. Eventually they went down the
road, through several other yards, presumably back to their home in the woods behind Prospect
Studios. I've never seen 3 coyotes together on our street.
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10-19-2005

At the end of Russell Ave. at the cul-de-sac, in front of the gate that leads to the
road going to the French School. This is about a block east of Talmadge.

It was about 9:30pm. My husband took our dog for a walk. He could hear them wailing in
unison. He saw at least three. Now, as far as your proposal of a sprinkler system at Griffith
Park, I don't think that would apply to this particular siting. It finally quit raining after 3 days.
Also, this is a silly place to put this comment. You need to re-structure your survey to allow
visitors to put comments at the end of it that are of a general nature.

10-10-05

3900 block of Clayton Ave.

My dog and I saw theis coyote in the middle of the street. He went up the neighbors stairs and
watched us go by. He seemed pretty healthy and was not at all menacing.

10-06-05

Northeast corner of Franklin at Talmadge. Time 8:35 PM

It was 8:35 PM. The coyote looked old or al least mature, it was looking around and it was
walking slowly uphill but pretty close to the corner of Franklin/Talmadge.

casino drive and greentreecourt in howell nj 07731

at night 20 second sighting about 15 feet in front of my car at night

10/02/05

Hollyvista Ave near Radio Walk

We were walking our dog at about 9am and spotted the coyote walking up Hollyvista and then up
Radio Walk stairway.

09/27/05

1837 N. WIlton Place, just south of Franklin

I saw a coyote cross the street at 1 am. It was large and very thin.

09/17/05

At the corner of Commonwealth and Frankin. Heading toward the Shakespeare
Bridge.

The coyote was small (perhaps young). He looked very confused and was running down the
middle of the street.

09-16-05

Coming off the exit ramp

08-02-05

In the 3700 block of Clayton Ave.

My dog Lucky saw him in a yard and starting barking. The coyote took off towards the back of
the yard and disappeared.

o8-07-05

my address 1301 1/2 n. stanley ave. the coyote was crossing fountain ave to my
street stanely commng from the direction of spaulding (west of stanley)

i was looking out my south kitchen window( which looks out to fountain ave) smoking when i
looked down from the 2nd story window it was 4:am saw a beautiful grey nervous looking coyote
running east running on the street. then turned down fountain into the darkness

08-03-05

2377 Lyric Ave

Approx 8:45 PM. One small coyote. Brisk walker. Seemed healthy. Traveling east to west on
Lyric Avenue.

07-25-05

Intersection of Homar Pond Drive and Knolls Pond Drive Fairfax Station, Virginia

pointy ears, orange/grey, bushy, fast, ran into the woods about 5 in afternoon

08-01-05

Franklin Ave and Radio Walk

7:45am, coyote sauntered by me, our dog and other neighbor with dog

07-11-05

corner or Lyric and St. George

5:55 AM saw a coyote walking up St. George. stopped and looked at me and my dogs. Coyote
looked back and was joined by a second coyote. they looked at us and walked towardthe west
on Lyric. apppeared to be about 30-35 lbs each

06-29-05

2300 block Lyric Ave.

6:00 AM small coyote in the middle of the street. it retreated part way up the open hill and just
watched as I walked my very excited dogs

03/15/05

1821 Deloz Avenue in my yard...it was actually the second time. He walked through
to Prospect Avenue. I also saw one walking on Clayton street about a month prior
about 5:30 am.

One was large, and two were medium to small with white markings (like polka dots) in his fur.

06-21-05

on the hill side of the 2340 area of Lyric Ave.

5:45 AM walking my dogs, coyote on the hill side looked healthy just watched as we walked

01-09-05

2320 Hillhurst Ave.

Mostly we heard them, but actually saw 2. They were howling loudly in front of our house, then
headed up the street toward the park.
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12-13-04

1936-1940 Myra Ave., LA 90027

Sighting description
About 5:45 PM I was driving north on Myra Ave. and found a coyote in the middle of the street.
As my auto approached, this animal headed east between two houses.
We were near the driving range in Griffith Park having a picnic 12/17/2004 at 11:45am and a
coyote walked up to our table. We both stood up and scared it away, but it tried to come back.
We finally scared it off. That was really scary! Is that a normal occurance?

11/6/04

I saw a pack of three at the on the westside of Tracy Street at Tracy Terrace. They
started heading up the hill when we noticed them in our car.

About 3:15am we saw them headingnorthwest on Tracy Street. When we slowed the car down
they headed up Tracy Terrace onto a lawn on a hill on the corner. One of them turned around in
a threatening way to say "What of it? Just leave us alone!" Very menacing.

09-14-04

1928 Myra Ave (Myra Ave & Wanda)

The time was 9pm and the three were coming up Myra ave from Franlkin Ave.

8/03/04

The Paddock Riding Club 3993 Rigali Ave. Atwater Village, CA. 90039

Two coyotes were spotted in one of the corrals in the very early morning..just after dawn.

8/18/04

The Paddock Riding Club 3993 Rigali Ave. Atwater Village, CA. 90039

Did not see the coyotes but found a dead cat that was obviously attacked by one or several..in
the early morning about 6AM. It had been dead for several hours.

8/27/02

The Paddock Riding Club 3993 Rigali Ave. Atwater Village, CA. 90038

At 7:30AM this morning a single coyote was seen in one of the corrals on the property of the
Riding Club. It was trying to find a way out and eventually ran out of the ring and off the property,
across the road heading into another riding facility.

09-13-04

Roosevelt Golf Course, Griffith Park, Fairway of 1st hole

The time was around 7 p.m. when a pair of coyotes were first spotted about 200 yards away
moving north along the fairway towards us. They ventured off the fairway into the trees and out of
sight.

December

1522 Elevado Street, Los Angeles, CA 90026

I'd say it was between 10 and 11 p.m. The pair of coyotes trotted slowly and confidently next to
each other up the middle of the street in an east to west direction until they moved out of view.

07/15/04

holly Dr. and Primrose ollywood, 90068

one large ne small - early morning, 8:30ish they were just walking around - i see coyotes at least
every other week in this neighborhood

11/15/03

1250 Westerly Terrace , LA 90026 Sunset/Silverlake

3 Coyotes were walking down the middle of the road at 4:00 am in the morning

04/15/04

Griffith Park, Vermont Ave.

Actually, I saw this particular coyote a number of times of the course of some months. He
appeared to be foraging for food at the small field / Greek overflow parking lot near the Bird
Sanctuary in Vermont Canyon. I saw him both at dusk and in daylight.

07/13/04

In the hills above the Kids train park off of zoo drive

At 8:00 I saw 2 coyotes making their way up a trail about 60 feet ahead of me. I was with my
dog and we were down wind on the same trail. I don't think they noticed us

06-07-04

3756 Clayton Avenue Franklin Hills on my patio. Cross street, Mayview and
Franklin top of the hill. Usally in the lot across the hill now coming into my yard.!!!!

Jun 07, 8th at 6:30AM both times, on my patio. Went poop and scared it into the neighbors
yard. Usually see them in the lot across the hill. Had puppies this spring, I think it is the puppy
who is coming into the yard.!!

05-26-2004

Deloz between Prospect and Hollyvista

At 06:45 am while driving northbound on Deloz the coyote was heading south then went across
the street towards the westside & in between two houses. I do not have the address. He had a
full darker brown coat not the usual light coat. It is not the skinny mangey female that we often
spot in this neighborhood.

03-21-04

In the 1900 block of Mayview

I was driving down Mayview going towards De Longpre at 6:30AM. The coyote was in the road,
and ran up on the roadside as I turned the corner. I drove past, and don't know where the coyote
went.
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03-21-04

3903 DeLongpre Ave. os Angeles, CA 90027

For the past two days I have noticed a coyote napping in my backyard. It sleeps a little, yawns,
moves around and then goes right back to sleep. It's cute . . . but not that cute.

02/27/04

On the roof of Joe Ortega''s garage--at the street edge (1804(?) Hollyvista--just
south of 1806.

As I drove past (slowly) the Coyote got up (he/she had been sleeping in the sun on the garage
roof.) Walked slowly out to the edge of the roof and stared me in the eye. Appeared thin, coat
messy and thin; tired.

06/01/02

2720 Lakewood Avenue, 90039

Three coyotes were on our front lawn and took our 1 year old cat away after ripping him up and
killing him.

9/03,0/04,2

at Lake Hollywood-coyote was in the enclosed area. Looked like it had lost most of
it's fur. Oct.10/03 saw two coyotes crossing Los Feliz Bld between Hillurst and
Riverside dr, They were crossing from North side of street to a residents yard
around 2 a.m Jan/04 Beachwood Dr close to horse stables one was coming out of
a residents driveway. Feb 2004 walking on trail in Griffith Park around dusk

All times were at night except Lake Hollywood which was mid morning.

02/03/04

Near the corner of Clayton and Mayview

They were under a Winnebago and ran down the hill when my dog started barking at them.

09/14/2009

Backyard of my home on south side of Franklin Avenue near St. George, above
Sanborn deadend.

I noted 3 full-grown coyotes prowling together in the backyard hillside of my home, above the
Sanborn deadend at Franklin & St. George, about 8:00 a.m., 9/14/09. They jumped a fence and
moved on when I clapped and shouted at them. I am especially making this report in the light of
the LA Times article today (9/21) concerning recent coyote attacks on humans and pets in and
near Griffith Park.

1/19/2004

At the corner of Effie and Manzanita.

At about 11 pm while walking my dogs, I saw two coyotes standing at the northwest corner of
Effie and Manzanita. I yelled at them and they ran towards Fountain.

01-12-04

1146 E. First Street, Tustin, California 92780

3:30 a.m. Looked out window after my cat woke me up. Two Coyotes were chasing a black and
white cat in the driveway. The car ran up a small tree and one of the coyotes actually went up
after her and pulled her down. Her neck neck must have broken in the scuffle because she lay
limp on the ground. One of the coyotes picked her up and the two of them ran down the
driveway with my neighbor's cat.

Twice, Tallmadge and Franklin on Wednesday 1:30 am, and Franklin and
Commonwealth (my residence) 1 am.

Tuesday I saw 3 or 4 at 1:30 am. Wednesday saw two, but more may have been ahead of the
two I saw at 1 am. Your neighborhood selection does not include just 'los feliz'. Not everyone
lives in the hills.

12-20-03

Vermont Ave at the Greek Theater about 100 yards further up the road.

Mid-day crossing the road and looking for handouts

09-14-09

3040 Cadman Drive

coyote was chasing a cat.

07-15-09

Griffith Park. Here is a link to the approximate location:
ttp://maps.google.com/maps?q=griffith+park&ie=UTF8&hl=en&ll=34.133241,118.29061&spn=0.001441,0.002411&t=h&z=19

I was looking up at the crest of a hill around 50 feet in front of me, and I saw some motion. I'm
from out of town, and didn't realize that there were coyotes, so I was a little startled when I saw
it. The coyote was only in my view for 5 - 10 seconds, and I tried to get a picture of him, but
unfortunately wasn't able to.

08-24-09

Alexandria near Franklin

Seeing a coyote every day on Alexandria north of Franklin.

12/28/03

Prospect Ave. Stairs and Franklin. Down on the stairs of Prospect Ave perhpas 100
feet below where the stairs join Franklin. I was walking down Franklin and I
happened to glance down the stairs as I passed the Prospect ave stairs, and I saw
a coyote calmly sitting on the stairs looking up at me.

I was walking up Franklin Ave with my 18 month old son in his carrier backpack on my back at
about 8:00 AM, and I happened to glance down the Prosepect Ave. stairs as I passed them, and
I saw a coyote calmly sitting perhaps 100 feet down on the stairs looking up at me.
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8/21/09

Just north of Franklin Blvd., on Mariposa Ave., Alexandria Ave., and Palmerston.

It was between 8:30 and 9:00 pm. I was out on an evening walk, just after dusk, walking north
on Mariposa Ave. I had crossed Franklin and just where Franklin and Alexandria meet, I saw a
coyote trotting diagonally across the street, toward me, going north. I continued on the walk, and
watched him as he trotted along, ahead of me. He kept stopping to glance back at me before
trotting on. He ended up going the same route I was going, east on Finley, and then south on
Palmerston, I think. At the corner of Finley and Alexandria, he had stopped and gone into some
bushes, came out, and then was scratching the ground under a treet with his back paws, kicking
back. At Palmerston and Finley, a car had stopped to look, and I said to them "it's a coyote" and
they said "we thought so!" As I continued on, the coyote was turned facing me, standing across
the street from me and just looking. It was dark, but we just stood facing each other, looking for
several minutes. I was on my mobile phone, telling my father about it. The coyote looked to be
sniffing the air. He then turned and just went trotting on this way, south again. I caught glimpses
of him after that, but then lost sight of him.

7/21/09

Crossing Franklin Blvd., going south, around the intersection of Alexandria.

It was after 11:00 p.m. I was driving home and saw what at first I thought was a dog trotting
across the street in the light of headlights, but right away realized it was a coyote (I am familiar
with what they look like.) I was concerned it might be hit by a car, as we have a lot of speeding
cars in the neighborhood, especially south of Franklin on the side streets.

11-15-03

On Hyperion between Tracy and Griffith Park Blvd.

It was night, around 8PM. I was walking from Lyric (where I live) to one of the restaurants on
Hyperion. A car was stopped at one of the sidestreets and warned me that there were two
coyotes behind me (I had no idea). I turned around and they were literally coming down the
sidewalk towards us. Luckily, they crossed the street (towards the franklin hills, away from
silverlake) and wentup into the underbrush there.

07-30-09

Two different sightings inside Griffith Park on Chrystal Springs on golf course.

--While I was driving northbound, I saw 1 coyote at 5:15PM on east side of Crystal Springs on
golf course, estimated mid-way between ranger headquarters and the Autry. This single coyote
was large and beautiful! Although it was daylight, this guy was so healthy looking.

12/17/03

800 block of N. Dillon Street

Tonight I saw 2 coyotes running up and down N. Dillon Street in Silver Lake at approx. 2:30 am. I
sat in my car and watched them for approx. 15 minutes. I see coyotes on this street an average
of 2 nights per week with Tuesday night/Wednesday morning being the most common (virtually
every week) as it is the night people put out their trash cans. Usually they are just running very
fast up and down the the street and sidewalks (perhaps my truck frightens them) but tonight
these two exhibited what I considered unusual behavior that concerned me. They started at one
end of the street and went from house to house up into each yard. First I saw only one and
watched him run up into one yard then immediately cross the street and run up into that yard
then methodically cross the street again and go into the one directly across the street then cross
the street again and go into the one across from that. The coyote did that approx. 15 times. Then
the second coyote came running up the block and the first coyote ran at first then they
disappeared into a yard together. A few minutes later I saw them crossing the street together and
going into yards as a team. They seemed totally disinterested in the trash cans and trash bags
on the street , never even stopping to smell them. They seemed to only be interested in going up
onto people's property, sniffing and looking all around the perimeter of the houses all the way up
to the backyard fences then crossing over to the next house across the street. I tapped on my
window of my truck a few times when they were crossing the street to see what they would do
and they would freeze in and look around for a few seconds then continue running into the yards.

08-04-09

Fern Dell Place/Fern Dell Drive between Black Oak & Red Oak.

There may have been three but at least two calling to each other in the dell for about 4-5
minutes. 12:15AM
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08-18-03

3830-3846 Franklin Av

approx. 11:30 pm the two were in the middle of the street, One in front of (apprx) 3830 Franklin
and the other in front of (apprx) 3848 Franklin. They were stopped facing each other when we
exited a house at 3834 Franklin. They remained about four houses apart watching us for about 1
minute and then both slowly left in opposite directions looking back at each other a couple of
times until they were out of our sight. We waited for them to come back but they never did.

07-27-09

Fern Dell Drive and Los Feliz--northwest corner

A lone coyote was in the park on the corner at 10:30PM. He looked to be scavenging through
someones fast food packaging.

every day

We see one coyote every day on Mayview Drive between franklin and clayton.

on Los Feliz Blvd a few blocks after Griffith Park blvd

around 8 am coyote crossed the street almost got hit by a car and continued going towards the
hills

11/12/03

The coyote was crossing Los Feliz from the Southbound I5 East offramp headed
back towards the park.

I was exiting the off ramp and he was crossing the four lanes.

07-21-09

I did not see the coyotes but heard them--I believe they were on Live Oak. There
were at least 2 but more likely 3 or 4.

Did not see but heard them at 2AM.

10/04/03

Hollyvista Ave, slightly north of the Prospect Walk steps, continuing on to the steps

FYI I met a coyote Tuesday morning about 11 am; he was sitting in the middle of Hollyvista as I
pulled out of my driveway. I drove towards him slowly, at the last possible minute he got up and
ambled up the stairs (Prospect Walk) where he turned and stared back at me. He didn't appear
particularly alarmed. The animal appeared to be undernourished and his fur was in bad condition

09-20-03

Back bottom of our property on Waverly Drive (right above Riverside Drive). It was
mid-day which is unusual. I live between Glendale Blvd. and Fletcher on Waverly
Drive.

As stated in above question: One small coyote on the hill, back side of our property, 50-75 feet
above Riverside Drive. Mid-day.

07-18-09

Cumberland Dr. between Highland Ave. and Ridgeway Dr. in Glendale, CA

I was driving home from a friends and was taking Cumberland from Grandview when I spotted
what I thought was a dog at first trotting right down the middle of the street in front of me going
the same direction I was. As I neared I noticed the pointed ears and knew it was a coyote. As I
approached he did not seem at all bothered by my presence. He veered into a yard of the house
on the left (towards the top of the hills) and crept into their backyard I suppose.

09-24-03

Intersection of cumberland and myra

The time was about 10:30 PM. I've seen them on two separate occasions, which a day or two
apart.

07-16-09

Franklin Ave. at Harvard Blvd.

10:30 pm, coyote on sidewalk on north side of Franklin.

09/18/03

1560Sanborn Avenue (X Sanborn)

Same as previous visit -- front yard sunning on landing of concrete steps -- 2:30 PM. gated
yard -- jumped from retaining wall to street and ran N on Sanborn. Semed unfazed by presence
but din't stay around.

07-14-09

Griffith Park, near the ferris wheel and merry-go-round area.

about 5:30-6PM he coyote walked along the grassy area of the park then into the bushes on the
hill and on the streets, finally going back into the bushes on the hill when a car attempted to go
through

04-28-09
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1560 Sanborn Avenue (near X Cumberland)sunning in our front yard about 11:15
AM on concrete steps. Ran when I left the front porch, jumped from retaining wall
to street (yard is gated and fenced in)and went N on Sanborn to Cul de sac road
leading to upper neighbors -- sat in road, scatching his fleas and appearing to be
unfazed by my presence. Had been next door on the previous Sunday.

see above

Black Oak and Fern Dell Place.

There was one howling at 2:43AM on Fern Dell--I heard at least one and maybe up to three
responding to the call.

07-11-09

Starting at the corner of Myra and Camero Ave. Coyote pursued by a skunk up the
hill (east) on Camero.

10:25pm Saw Coyote start at the corner of Myra and Camero and pursued up the hill (east) on
Camero. The skunk ran into the corner yard and the coyote came back down to the corner. I lost
sight of it by then.

09-14-03

1566 Sanborn Ave

07-07-09

We saw one up on the Mt. Hollywood trail on 07/07/09 / about a month ago, I saw
one at about 2:00 AM on Ambrose. Two weeks ago we heard howling nearby,
(finley and Vermont.) a neighbor told me there are some idiots feeding them at the
base of the park.

01-15-03

3624 Effie Street, Los Angeles, CA 90026

There is a hill across the street from my house and I've seen a coyote several times throughout
the year. What's concerning about it recently is that I've seen a coyote three times in the past
week come down to the street. 8.30.03

06-26-09

DeLongpre Ave., just up (about 150 ft.) from Hyperion Ave.

midnight - 2 am. 4 (possibly more) roaming the street; ducked into a driveway & yard to get away
from the car.

08/14/03

3965 Cumberland Ave, and 3967 Cumberland Ave, as well as the next successive
house. All three properties, and neighbors have also said they're on the stairs that
go from Cumberland to Clayton.

Pair sitting by the bottom of the steps at 3961 Cumberland Ave. They we're not deterred by our
being there. 3965 on the property, two adults and a pup. 3967 Cumberland Ave, Adult and a
pup. Outside kitchen window. Stairway from Clayton to Cumberland. Corner of Mayview and
Cumberland, pack of 3, and the corner of Sanborn and Cumberland by the mailbox, set of 3, one
a pup. They have snagged one of our cats, 18.5 years old, right from the yard. Our neighbor
watched one rip a small dog up at Clayton and Myra. He honked and maide noise, but it ignored
him.

09/15/08

417 E. Elmwood Ave. Burbank CA. (Glen Oaks and Alameda, basically)

It was pretty dark, so I didn't get a real good view of the Coyote, but I could definitely see it was a
Coyote. It was milling around on the sidewalk and darting in between the cars that were parked
on the street as if it were looking for something.

8/17/03

Brookdale Lane and Fryman Studio City, CA

The coyote starting appearing in our backyard 1 year ago. He or she has been jumping our
fence almost everyday sence. The coyote comes at night and seems to stay untill morning. I
get up a 6am everyday and go outside to let my whelsh corgi dog out and many time have had to
chase it out of our yard. The coyote seems fearless. It has even charged my dog right in front of
me! I clap my hands and that scares it off. I watch it jump my fence and take off into the bush.

08-09-03

1841 Westerly Terrace, Los Angeles

We saw a coyote in front of our house roaming on the street at 11:00 p.m. He was in the vacinity
for at least a half an hour.

07-07-03

Near intersection of Mayview and Clayton Ave., on Clayton

Saw coyote while walking dog Lucky around 6:30am. We stared at each other, Lucky barked or a
few seconds, we continued over the local stairway,, leaving he coyote in the middle of the road.
He was small and skinny, b ut ppeared to be healthy.
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06/26/09

Griffith Park, Commonwealth Nursery, on the trail from the Commonwealth gate up
to Cedar Grove

7:45 am Coyote walked slowly down the trail sniffing the ground

07/21/03

I saw 2 Coyotes on Beachwood Dr. around the 2700 block, which is kind of far
down into the area where there are mostly apartments.

I was out walking / jogging and saw Coyote walking straight toward me.. The coyote saw me and
decided to take a side street to it's left, and the just behind it was another.. that upon seeing me
took a right into an apt driveway. I didn't see them again after that.

6/5/03 6:45

2220 Ronda Vista Drive os Angeles, CA 90027

The coyote was in the vacant lot adjacent 2220 Ronda Vista Drive. It is very small, thin and
limping badly. When sited, the coyote retreated to the bottom of the property line, taking a
southern route. I have seen one or more travel along the lower property lines of the homes on
the block - maybe 3 times last year and today. They seem to head home down the hill at the
intersection of Clayton and Mayview.

Intersection of Myra & Wanda Ave

One

05/16/09

2648 N. Commonwealth Ave t entrance to Griffith Park

7:30 am One coyote was in our back yard rummaging around in leaves under an oak tree. When
I chased him up the hill, he was joined by another coyote at the top of the hill. They ducked out a
hole in the fence near Dundee Place and into the park.

05/04/09

2650 N. Commonwealth Ave. at the cul de sac at the Commonwealth Nursery

7:00 pm The coyote walked from the Roosevelt Golf Course and paused at the top of the cul de
sac to survey his domain. He then sauntered in the gate of the Commonwealth Nursery.

05/15/03

On the hillside across from our back yard. We live at 3744 Clayton Avenue.
PLEASE NOTE: These coyotes LIVE there -- we see them on a regular basis. I
would have to fill out this survey many dozens of times to indicate how often we
see them -- at least once a week, on average.

We usually see them in the morning, sometimes as late as mid-day. We hear them howl
whenever sirens pass by at night. As I noted above, we see them often, at least once a week.

05-1x-03

Radio St at Franklin Ave.

For over a year one or two animals trotting from Ronda Vista Dr to Franklin on Radio Street.
They come up and down from the hill side of both streets. I've seen one of them on
Mayview/Franklin. They are passive, but curious about us as we walked. Seen at sunset and
late at night, 2 or 3AM.

05-12-03

Hillside to the west of Hollyvista, in the backyard of a house about 1/2 block south
of the Franklin intersection.

Coyote was in the backyard of the house described earlier, about 7:30 a.m., when I first saw it.
There was some residential construction in progress at the house next door, to the north, and the
noise (hammering, etc) appeared to frighten it. It made its way back toward Hollyvista between
two houses (apparently with no gates/fences between front and back yards).
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